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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
Stimulus-specificity of NFkappaB signaling in macrophages. 
 
by 
 
Adewunmi Olumuyiwa Adelaja 
Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology 
University of California, Los Angeles, 2020 
Professor Alexander Hoffmann, Chair 
 
Macrophages are ubiquitous tissue-resident cells that are essential for tissue 
homeostasis and function. Macrophages initiate, coordinate, and resolve the inflammatory 
response to pathogens, as well as coordinate tissue repair programs. The inflammatory 
program of macrophages is largely controlled by the inducible transcription factor NFκB. 
The temporal pattern of NFκB activity (signaling dynamics) regulates the immune 
response of macrophages to a diverse set of ligands. The extent to which NFκB signaling 
dynamics are stimulus-specific is not known. Furthermore, the functions of macrophages 
are regulated by the cytokine milieu. The effect that cytokine milieu may have on the 
stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling dynamics in primary macrophages has not been 
reported.  
In Chapter 2, I examined the specificity of the temporal pattern of NFκB nuclear 
translocation in response to diverse ligands associated with host, bacteria and viruses. 
Using macrophages isolated from knockin mice that express a fluorescent NFκB fusion 
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protein at endogenous levels, I measured and tracked nuclear NFκB in individual cells over 
many hours using an automated image acquisition and analysis workflow. Using 
supervised machine learning, I quantified the stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling 
dynamics by measuring the performance of ligand classification using NFκB activity alone. 
Then, I tested the hypothesis that NFκB signaling dynamics are less stimulus-specific in 
macrophages from a mouse model of a systemic autoimmune disease (Sjögren’s syndrome 
(S.S.)). My results indicated that oscillatory characteristics that define host-associated and 
virus-associated ligands are greatly diminished. Close examination of results showed that 
the sensitivity of classifying host-associated ligands is nearly abolished in SS macrophages. 
Furthermore, dose response studies of NFκB signaling dynamics revealed that the dose 
specificity of bacterium-associated ligands, but not host- and virus-associated ligands, are 
diminished in S.S. macrophages. 
In Chapter 3, I explored the effect of the cytokine milieu on the stimulus specificity 
of NFκB signaling dynamics. Using time-lapse, live cell microscopy, I examined the effect of 
IFNγ, IL-4, and TNF conditioning on stimulus specificity of host-, virus-, and bacterium 
associated ligands. Supervised machine learning revealed that NFκB response to virus-
associated ligands and bacterium-associated ligands are less distinguishable in the context 
of IFNγ conditioning. In contrast, NFκB responses to host-associated and pathogen-
associated ligands is more distinguishable in the context of IFNγ conditioning. Examination 
of NFκB dynamics in IFNγ conditioned macrophages revealed a loss of oscillatory character 
in response to virus-associated ligands but not to host-associated ligands. Since host-
associated and virus-associated ligands induce predominantly oscillatory dynamics in naïve 
macrophages, abrogation of oscillatory character in response to virus-associated but not to 
host-associated ligands in IFNγ conditioning makes the NFκB oscillations a distinguishing 
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hallmark of host-associated ligands, at the expense of distinguishing virus-associated 
ligands from bacterium-associated ligands.  
The results showed that NFκB dynamics are more stimulus-specific in the context of 
IL-4 conditioning. Close examination of the NFκB dynamics showed IL-4 conditioning 
diminishes responsiveness of NFκB translocation to virus-associated ligands, while it 
preserves the responsiveness to bacterium-associated and host-associated ligands and 
differentially enhances peak prominence of NFκB to bacterium-associated ligands but not 
to host-associated ligands. 
Finally, interrogating the effects of TNF conditioning on stimulus specificity of 
NFκB dynamics revealed that bacterium-associated ligands are nearly indistinguishable in 
the absence of constitutive tonic TNF. Further, NFκB response to host-associated and 
bacterium-associated ligands are less distinguishable. In the absence of constitutive, tonic 
TNF, oscillatory characteristics of NFκB signaling are abolished, which means that host- 
and bacterium-associated ligands both induce non-oscillatory NFκB signaling, whereas 
NFκB responsiveness to virus-associated ligands is nearly abolished. Furthermore, the 
absence of constitutive, tonic TNF and feedforward, paracrine TNF abrogate the dose 
specificity of NFκB signaling in response to bacteria-associated and host-associated ligands, 
respectively. In conclusion, the work presented in this dissertation shows that the stimulus-
specificity of NFκB signaling in macrophages is greatly diminished in a murine model of 
Sjögren’s Syndrome, an autoimmune disorder and that cytokine milieu control the 
specificity of NFκB signaling in macrophages. These findings suggest that modulation of 
NFκB signaling in macrophages by IFNγ, IL-4, and TNF signaling pathways may yield 
fruitful pharmaceutical targets for treating autoimmune and infectious diseases.  
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Chapter 1 : General Introduction 
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Macrophages are immune sentinel cells that respond to pathogen invasion and 
tissue injury by initiating and coordinating both local and system-wide immunity (Wynn et 
al., 2013). These cells are ubiquitously distributed in tissues (Bauer et al., 2001) and can 
sensitively detect inflammatory cytokines and pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
(PAMPs), which indicate viral, bacterial, or fungal invasion (Medzhitov and Horng, 2009). 
Immune activation must be appropriate to each stimulus: the functional response to the 
cytokine TNF must be distinct from the response to a pathogen; further, the needs of a 
macrophage responding to bacterial or viral invasion are distinct. Furthermore, the 
functional response must be appropriate in scale to the quantity of the stimulus.  
The temporal coding hypothesis posits that information about the extracellular 
stimulus is represented in the time-domain, i.e. the temporal pattern of a signaling activity 
(Behar and Hoffmann, 2010; Hoffmann and Baltimore, 2006; Purvis and Lahav, 2013). 
Biochemical studies in primary fibroblasts showed that the temporal pattern of  the 
inducible, inflammatory transcription factor NFκB RelA activity is stimulus-specific at the 
cell population level (Covert et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2005) and that it controls the 
expression of immune response genes (Hoffmann et al., 2002). Although pioneering single-
cell microscopy studies confirmed complex temporal patterns (Ashall et al., 2009; Nelson et 
al., 2004; Tay et al., 2010), they relied upon fluorescent-protein-NFκB RelA fusion proteins 
ectopically expressed in immortalized cell lines. Potential artefacts arising from ectopic 
expression of a reporter-effector protein have been reported (Barken et al., 2005; Mothes et 
al., 2015), and prolonged cell culture adaptation of immortalized cell lines was found to 
diminish their responsiveness to immune threats (Cheng et al., 2015). These limitations 
have not allowed the literature to explore the biological significance of temporal coding in 
primary immune cells and whether it is a useful concept for understanding immune 
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pathology. Reasons for why no studies of single-cell NFκB trajectories in primary 
macrophages have been reported thus far include challenges associated with generating 
knockin fluorescent protein reporters that are not overexpressed and reliable high-
throughput image analysis of morphologically heterogeneous cells. 
While the temporal pattern of NFκB activity (signaling dynamics) has been shown to 
be qualitatively stimulus specific, the extent of stimulus specificity is not known and has 
not been quantified or examined in depth. The information that NFκB may reliably convey 
about stimuli is not established. Furthermore, the effect that tissue microenvironments 
may have on the stimulus specificity of NFκB activity has not been reported. The overall 
aim of this dissertation is to examine the extent of the stimulus specificity of NFκB 
signaling dynamics in macrophages, examine whether stimulus specificity of NFκB 
signaling is perturbed in a model of autoimmunity and characterize how the cytokine 
milieu regulates stimulus specificity of NFκB dynamics in macrophages. 
 In Chapter 2, I examined how well different categories of inflammatory stimuli may 
be classified by the temporal pattern of NFκB activity in macrophages. Then, I examined 
whether classification of stimulus information is affected in a murine model of Sjögren’s 
syndrome (SS), a systemic autoimmune disorder. Using a new mVenus-RelA knockin mouse 
strain and a high-throughput imaging workflow to investigate the NFκB temporal code in 
single, primary macrophages, I quantitated the classification performance of ligand identity 
(TNF, P3CK4, CpG, LPS, and p(I:C), ligand source (host, bacterium, virus) and ligand type 
(cytokine and pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP)) in murine macrophages 
from healthy mice and the murine model of Sjögren’s syndrome. Using supervised machine 
learning, I showed that NFκB signaling dynamics are sufficient to distinguish ligand 
identity and that misclassification of ligand identities is a result of the confusion that exists 
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within ligands associated with bacterial infection (CpG, Pam3CSK4, and LPS). This 
analysis suggests that NFκB signaling dynamics alone classify ligand sources more 
accurately than ligand identity. Comparison of stimulus classification using NFκB 
signaling in BMDMs from healthy mice and from a murine model of Sjögren’s syndrome 
revealed that precision and sensitivity of ligand classification is abrogated in the disease 
model. In particular, the sensitivity and precision of TNF classification are greatly 
diminished. Furthermore, I characterized the dose response of NFκB signaling activity for 
five different ligands (TNF, P3C4, CpG, LPS, and p(I:C)) in Sjögren’s syndrome 
macrophages and healthy controls. I showed that dose classification shows a greater 
dependence on linear dose response relationship in Sjögren’s macrophages. Furthermore, I 
showed that the proportion of oscillatory trajectories is more dose-responsive in the SS 
condition compared to healthy controls. Finally, assessment of the dose classification for all 
ligands revealed that the sensitivity and precision of high doses of bacterium-associated 
ligands (CpG, Pam3CSK4, and LPS) are greatly diminished in SS macrophages compared 
to healthy controls.  
In Chapter 3, I characterized the effects of prototypical cytokine milieu on the 
classification of ligand source and ligand type. I examined the effects of T-cell cytokines —
interferon (IFN)-γ and interleukin (IL)-4) — and the inflammatory cytokine, TNF, on 
stimulus-specificity of NFκB signaling in macrophages. Using supervised machine learning, 
I showed that classification of ligand source (bacteria, virus, host) is greatly diminished in 
classically activated macrophages (M1), polarized by the Th1 cytokine, IFNγ. Specifically, I 
showed that in the context of M1 polarization, NFκB signaling dynamics poorly distinguish 
virus-associated ligands from bacterium-associated ligands; however, ligand type (host, 
pathogen) are more distinguishable in M1 macrophages compared naïve macrophages. 
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Then, I showed that the classification of ligand source and ligand type by NFκB signaling 
dynamics is improved in alternatively activated macrophages (M2a), polarized by the Th2 
cytokine IL-4. Notably, the classification of TNF using NFκB dynamics is greatly improved 
in M2a conditioned macrophages. Furthermore, I showed that paracrine, feedforward TNF 
potentiates the dose classification of TLR ligands such as CpG and that loss of tonic TNF 
diminishes accurate ligand and dose classification. In summary, I showed that cytokine 
conditioning of macrophages by IFNγ, IL-4, and TNF regulates the trade-offs in the 
stimulus-specificity of NFκB signaling.  
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Abstract 
Acute and chronic inflammatory pathologies involve misregulation of macrophage 
functions. Physiologically, macrophages are immune sentinels that initiate inflammatory 
responses via the transcription factor NFκB. The temporal pattern of NFκB activity 
determines which genes are expressed, suggesting that a temporal signaling code specifies 
a stimulus-appropriate immune response. To examine the temporal pattern of NFκB 
activity in individual macrophages with high resolution, I developed tools to enable high-
throughput analysis of live, primary macrophages responding to host- and pathogen-
derived stimuli. Our results indicate that the temporal pattern of NFκB activity is ligand-
specific and dose-specific. In particular, “oscillatory” trajectories are a hallmark of the 
responses to the host cytokine TNF. Remarkably, examining macrophages derived from a 
systemic autoimmune disease model suggests that the miscoding of TNF as a pathogen-
derived stimulus, may underlie sporadic inflammatory pathology. Furthermore, NFκB 
dynamics in response to bacteria-associated ligands are less dose-specific and 
distinguishable in the disease-associated macrophages. Overall, this study demonstrates 
that the temporal NFκB signaling code is sufficient for classifying immune threats and 
demonstrates the biological significance of the stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling. 
Introduction 
Autoimmune pathologies are characterized by the presence of auto-antibodies and immune 
attack of specific tissues, but the etiology is not uniform (Marshak-Rothstein, 2006). One 
cause may be found in errors in the negative selection of auto-reactive B-cell or T-cell clones 
in secondary lymphoid organs (Marshak-Rothstein, 2006); another contributor may be 
inappropriate immune activation by immune sentinel cells (Marshak-Rothstein, 2006). 
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Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) is a systemic autoimmune disorder, which is characterized by 
progressive destruction of tissues exposed to the environment, such as eyes, mouth and 
throat, and skin rashes (Marshak-Rothstein, 2006). Interestingly, several genetic variants 
in regulators of the inflammatory transcription factor NFB are associated with SS 
patients (Lisi et al., 2012; Nordmark et al., 2013; Ou et al., 2008; Sisto et al., 2013) and a 
mouse strain containing similar variants recapitulates some of the SS pathognomonic 
characteristics (Bailu Peng et al., 2010). However, it remains unknown how these alleles 
affect control of NFκB dynamics. 
 
Figure 2.1. Varying degrees of NFκB ligand specificity 
Schematic showing mapping of NFκB responses to ligand identity (A), to ligand sources (host, viruses, and 
bacteria) (B), to ligand types (cytokines and PAMPs) (C), and to ligand presence (D).  
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Although the temporal pattern of NFκB activity has been shown to be stimulus-specific in 
qualitative and bulk assays, the extent to which NFκB signaling is ligand-specific and dose-
specific is not known. Prior studies have examined NFκB activity in response to few 
ligands—classically TNF and LPS—in fibroblast cell lines using bulk assays or with over-
expressed NFκB reporters in single-cell assays. The extent of the stimulus specificity of 
NFκB signaling in primary macrophages has not been explored. It remains unknown 
whether NFκB communicates the identities of ligands (TNF, CpG, Pam3CSK4, LPS, 
poly(I:C), etc.), the sources of ligands (host, virus, bacteria), or the types of ligands (host 
cytokines or pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (Fig. 2.1).  
Here, I employed a novel mVenus-RelA knockin mouse strain and a high-throughput 
imaging and analysis workflow to investigate the temporal pattern of NFκB activity in 
single, primary macrophages. Supervised machine learning was used to examine stimulus 
specificity of NFκB signaling dynamics in primary macrophages from healthy mice and 
disease models of a systemic autoimmune disease, Sjögren’s syndrome.  
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Results 
Primary macrophages show distinct stimulus responsive NFκB dynamics 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Examining stimulus responsive NFκB dynamics 
(A) Schematic of the innate immune signaling network activating NFB. Environmental information is 
transmitted via ligand-specific signaling pathways that converge on a few key transcription factors, 
including NFB, but produce stimulus-specific physiological responses.  (B) Workflow diagram: A knockin 
mouse line expressing mVenus-RelA was generated. Bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs) were 
differentiated, imaged, tracked, and quantified in multiple stimulus conditions.  (C) Single cell heatmaps of 
NFκB nuclear localization trajectories in response to 10 ng/mL TNF, 1 μg/mL Pam3CSK4, 1 μM CpG, 100 
ng/mL LPS, and 100 μg/mL p(I:C). Each row of a heatmap corresponds to a single cell’s trajectory. 
Heatmaps are ordered by the average value of a trajectory.  
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Figure 2.3. NFκB features distinguish ligands. 
 (A) t-SNE plot of NFκB dynamical features. (B) Proportion of trajectories with oscillatory character. (C) 
Average NFκB activity. (D) Time to half-maximum activity. (E) Total activity. (F) Maximum peak 1 speed. 
(G) Early speed. (H) Average moving variability. (I) Maximum speed. (J) Maximum amplitude difference.  
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To study temporal patterns of nuclear NFκB in primary macrophages in response to 
prototypical immune threats (Fig. 2.2A) at single-cell resolution, a mouse strain expressing 
a mVenus-RelA fusion protein was generated, similar to a previous GFP-RelA design (De 
Lorenzi et al., 2009) whose low fluorescence limited experimental studies (Sung et al., 
2009). Macrophages, differentiated from primary bone-marrow cells derived from 
homozygous mVenus-RelA mice (Fig. 2.2B), showed normal levels of nuclear NFB binding 
activity (data not shown). Upon stimulation with a variety of different ligands and doses, 
and time-lapse imaging for several hours, the amount of nuclear NFB fluorescence was 
quantitated in single cells using a fully automated image processing pipeline that enabled 
tracking of live cells using minimal levels of a nuclear marker (Selimkhanov et al., 2014; 
Zambrano et al., 2016) and label-free identification and segmentation of cell cytoplasm.  
Striking differences in the NFκB dynamics induced by prototypical PAMP (LPS) and 
cytokine (TNF) stimuli, are apparent at the single-cell level (Fig. 2.2C). TNF induced 
oscillatory translocations between cytoplasm and nucleus that rapidly became 
desynchronized, matching biochemical data (Hoffmann et al., 2002). By contrast, LPS 
induced more than 4 hours of sustained nuclear localization that also matched biochemical 
data from primary fibroblasts (Covert et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2005).  
With an experimental workflow established, NFκB translocation dynamics in 
response to a large number of stimulation conditions, encompassing TNF and four different 
PAMPs, associated with diverse bacterial and viral pathogen classes (the TLR ligands CpG 
(TLR9), Pam3CSK4 (TLR1/2, referred to as P3C4), LPS (TLR4), and Poly(I:C) (TLR3, 
referred to as p(I:C))) were recorded. The responses to CpG and P3C4 closely resemble the 
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largely non-oscillatory trajectories seen with LPS stimulation, albeit with much shorter 
duration (Fig.2.2C) and total activity (Fig.2.3E). Poly(I:C) induces both oscillatory and non-
oscillatory NFκB activity (Fig. 2.3B) but with a very significant delay (> 30 mins) in the 
 
Figure 2.4. NFκB dynamics distinguish ligand sources.  
(A) Heatmaps of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to ligands derived from host (10 ng/mL TNF), 
bacteria (1 μM CpG, 1 μg/mL Pam3CSK4, 100 ng/ml LPS) and viruses (100 μg/mL p(I:C)). Heatmaps 
ordered by Time to half-maximum integral. (B) Median nuclear NFκB activity (bold line) and sample 
trajectories (light lines) of trajectories in A. (C) t-SNE of NFκB dynamics features. (D) Percentage of 
trajectories with oscillatory character (top) and ratio of oscillatory trajectories to non-oscillatory 
trajectories (bottom).  
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onset of signaling compared to the other ligands (Fig.2.2C, Fig.2.3). Interestingly, the 
ligands that signal in the endosomal compartment, p(I:C) and CpG, tend to induce NFκB 
activity with slower kinetics (Fig. 2.3F, J, G, I). 
 
 
 Figure 2.5. Classification of NFκB features reveals points of confusion. 
(A) Schematic of stimulus classification by NFκB signaling. (B) Confusion matrix showing classification 
precision of ligand identity. (C) Confusion matrix showing classification sensitivity of ligand identity. (D) 
Confusion matrix showing classification precision of ligand source (host, bacteria, virus). (E) Confusion 
matrix showing classification sensitivity of ligand source. True labels on the X-axis; Predicted labels on the 
Y-axis. 
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When NFκB trajectories are organized by ligand source, stereotypic patterns are 
easier to visualize and observe (Fig. 2.4A-C). The oscillatory character in NFκB responses 
induced present in host and virus-associated ligands is apparent (Fig.2.4A). The proportion 
of cells with oscillatory trajectories exceeds 90% for host, 75 % for virus, but less than 60% 
for bacterium (Fig. 2.4D).  
Machine learning of NFκB signaling dynamics distinguishes stimuli 
To determine whether NFκB signaling dynamics (temporal pattern of NFκB activity) 
suffice to distinguish these ligands, we used supervised machine learning and trained 
decision-trees models to classify the identity and source of ligands using features of NFκB 
signaling (Fig. 2.5A).  
 I chose this classification algorithm because of its performance and interpretability 
(Alpaydin, 2014; Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). With this algorithm, interrogation of 
classification decisions becomes trivial (Fig. 2.5A). Correct classification of ligand identities 
occurred in the majority, but misclassifications (off-diagonal values) were not uniformly 
distributed (Fig. 2.5B-E). With supervised machine learning, classifier performance can be 
readily visualized, summarized, and examined with confusion matrices. The precision 
confusion matrix shows the proportion of class predictions that is correct, whereas the 
sensitivity/recall confusion matrix the shows proportions of a class that is correctly 
identified as such. The diagonal of the confusion matrix shows the correct classifications. 
The off-diagonal cells show the incorrect classifications. Classification of TNF shows the 
highest precision at 72.3%, followed by p(I:C) at 68.8%, LPS at 65%, CpG at 55.6% and 
P3C4 at 40.4%. Inspection of the P3C4 precision reveals that NFκB responses misclassified 
as P3C4 are usually TNF (22.8%), CpG (17.5%), and LPS (16.3%), but not p(I:C) at 2.2% 
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(Fig. 2.5B). The sensitivity confusion matrix provides information as to which ligands are 
most frequently selected when P3C4-induced NFκB responses are misclassified: CpG is 
 
Figure 2.6. A Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model shows more confusion in classifying stimuli based on NFκB 
dynamics.  
(A) Histology from Sjögren’s disease mouse model showing immune cell infiltrates into lacrimal and salivary 
glands, liver, pancreas and lungs (Peng et al., 2010). Heatmaps comparing 10 ng/mL TNF (B), 100 ng/mL 
LPS(C), 50 μg/mL p(I:C) (D) stimulation in BMDMs from healthy and Sjögren’s disease mouse model. (E) 
Classification of ligand identity in healthy and Sjögren’s mouse model macrophages by a machine learning 
classifier trained on healthy macrophage data. (F) False positive rate (FPR), false discovery rate (FDR), and 
mean margin of classification in E.  
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most common wrong prediction at 27.8% followed by LPS at 19.3% and TNF at 19.1% (Fig. 
2.5C). This finding suggests bacterium-associated ligands induce less distinguishable NFκB 
dynamics. Unsurprisingly, classification of ligand source, rather than ligand identity, shows 
improved performance (Fig. 2.5D,E). Interestingly, the precision confusion matrix shows 
NFκB responses induced by BAMPs (bacterium-associated molecular patterns) are most 
frequently misclassified as host at 18.1% and vice versa at 11.5% (Fig. 2.5D). Furthermore, 
the sensitivity confusion matrix shows that NFκB responses induced by host-associated and 
VAMPs (virus-associated molecular patterns) are most frequently misidentified as BAMPs 
(Fig. 2.5E).  
Diminished ligand specificity of NFκB signaling dynamics in autoimmune disease  
I assessed whether a mouse model of Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) (Bailu Peng et al., 2010) (Fig. 
2.6A), which harbors genetic variants in the regulatory region of the NFB regulator IBα, 
may be associated with signaling confusion, such that cells exposed to one stimulus might 
miscommunicate the presence of a different stimulus to nuclear target genes. We bred the 
mVenus-RelA reporter into this mouse model and then derived bone marrow-derived 
macrophages for stimulation with the cytokine TNF, the bacterial PAMP LPS, and the viral 
PAMP poly(I:C). Unlike macrophages from healthy mice, these SS macrophages showed 
non-oscillatory NFκB trajectories in response to all stimuli (Fig. 2.6B – D).  
I examined the accuracy of stimulus classification using an ensemble-of-decision 
trees algorithm, specifically, a bootstrap-aggregated ensemble which trains a decision tree 
on independently sampled subsets of the data. The mean margin scores of ligand 
classification were greatly diminished in SS macrophages, concomitant with an elevation in 
the false positive and false discovery rates for TNF and LPS (Fig. 2.6F). Furthermore, the 
sensitivity of TNF and poly(I:C) classification in SS macrophages was greatly diminished 
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(24.3%/47.4%, respectively, versus 80.3%/92.8% in healthy controls, Fig. 2.6E), as there was 
increased confusion between Poly(I:C) versus LPS, and TNF versus LPS. These analyses 
indicate that SS macrophages have diminished ability to generate ligand-specific NFB 
signaling dynamics and suggest that signaling codeword confusion and mistranslation may 
play a role in the etiology of sporadic inflammatory diseases. 
  
 
Figure 2.7. IMPDMs produce similar NFκB dynamics as BMDMs. 
(A) Experimental procedure for generating immortalized myeloid progenitor derived macrophages 
(IMPDMs). (B) Transcriptomic analysis shows highly concordant gene expression profiles between IMPDMs 
and BMDMs in response to LPS stimulation. (C) Heatmaps comparing single-cell NFκB trajectories 
between BMDMs and IMPDMs in response to 10 ng/mL TNF stimulation. Transcriptomic data from 
Supriya Sen and Roberto Spreafico.  
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Figure 2.8. Dose response of NFκB dynamics is perturbed in Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model.  
Dose response of NFκB dynamics to TNF (A), P3C4 (B), CpG (C), LPS (D), and p(I:C) (E) in IMPDMs 
from healthy mice (left) and Sjögren’s syndrome mice (right). Heatmaps (A) are sorted by maximum 
first peak speed. Heatmaps in (B) are sorted by 1st peak amplitude (left) and early speed (right). 
Heatmaps in (C) are sorted by 1st peak amplitude (left) and Time to Half-maximum Integral (right). 
Heatmaps in (D) are sorted by 1st peak amplitude (left) and 1st peak speed (right). Heatmaps in (E) 
are sorted by Total duration (left) and average activity (right).  
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Diminished dose specificity of BAMPs in autoimmune disease  
To examine the dose specificity of NFκB signaling dynamics to a broad range of doses for 
each of the aforementioned ligands in healthy macrophages and SS macrophages, a total of 
60 experimental conditions were required: 5 ligands x 6 doses x 2 genotypes. To perform 
such an extensive set of experiments, I used macrophages derived from immortalized 
myeloid progenitors (IMPs) (Fig. 2.7Α). These IMP-derived macrophages (IMPDMs) have a 
similar transcriptomic profile as BMDMs (Fig. 2.7B) and similar response to NFκB stimuli 
(Fig. 2.7C). As in SS BMDMs, oscillatory NFκB dynamics are abolished in SS IMPDMs 
(Fig. 2.8). For TNF, maximum 1st peak speed is the most important feature that 
distinguishes different doses in healthy and SS IMPDMs (Fig 2.8A, 2.9A, 2.14, 2.15). For 
P3C4 ,1st peak height and the early speed are the most important features for dose 
discrimination in healthy and SS IMPDMs, respectively (Fig 2.8B, 2.9B, 2.16, 2.17). For 
CpG, 1st peak height and time to half-maximum activity are the most important features 
for dose discrimination in healthy and SS IMPDMs, respectively (Fig .2.8C, 2.9C, 2.18, 
2.19). For LPS, 1st peak height and maximum 1st peak speed activity are the most 
important features for dose discrimination in healthy and SS IMPDMs, respectively (Fig 
2.8D, 2.9D, 2.20, 2.21). For p(I:C), 1st peak height and maximum 1st peak speed activity are 
the most important features for dose discrimination in healthy and SS IMPDMs, 
respectively (Fig. 2.8E, Fig. 2.9E, 2.22, 2.23). Interestingly, the most important feature for 
dose classification in response to bacterium-associated ligands is 1st peak height in healthy 
IMPDMs, but in SS IMPDMs the most important features represent the kinetics of early 
activity (maximum 1st peak speed, early speed, and time to half-maximum activity). These 
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important features in SS IMPDMs follow a more linear dose response compared to the top 
features in healthy IMPDMs (Fig. 2.9). Finally, the proportion of oscillatory trajectories is 
more dose responsive in SS IMPDMs compared to healthy controls: the proportion of 
 
Figure 2.9. Distinct dose-discriminative NFκB features in response to BAMPs in macrophages from 
Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model.  
(A) Violin plots of maximum first peak speed in response to TNF. (B) Violin plots of 1st peak amplitude 
(left) and early speed (right) in response to P3C4. (C) Violin plots of   1st peak amplitude (left) and Time to 
Half-maximum Integral (right) in response to CpG. (D) Violin plots of 1st peak amplitude (left) and 1st 
peak speed (right) in response to LPS. (E) Violin plots of Total duration (left) and average activity (right).  
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oscillatory trajectories as a function of dose declines more steeply in SS IMPDMs (Fig. 
2.10).
 
To quantify how dose classification compares between healthy IMPDMs and SS 
IMPDMs, I trained an ensemble of decision trees (using an error correcting output codes 
(ECOC)) algorithm, which splits a multi-class problem into a series of binary classification 
problem. The features used for classification were a transformation of the time series 
trajectories into smaller dimensional space using an autoencoder. Dose classification of 
responses to bacterium-associated molecular patterns (BAMPs: CpG, P3C4, LPS) show 
reduced precision and sensitivity at medium to high doses (Fig. 2.11). Unsurprisingly, the 
most frequent misclassified and misidentified doses are directly adjacent to the actual dose.  
 
Figure 2.10. Proportion of oscillatory NFκB dynamics is more dose responsive in macrophages from 
Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model. 
(A) Proportion of oscillatory trajectories (frequency > 0.42 hr-1) in macrophages derived from healthy mice 
(top) and Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (bottom).  
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Figure 2.11. Dose discrimination in response to bacterial PAMPs is diminished in macrophages from 
Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model.  
Confusion matrices showing precision (top) and sensitivity (bottom) of dose classification based on NFκB 
dynamics in response to CpG (A), P3C4 (B), and LPS (C) in macrophages from healthy (left) and 
Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (right).  
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Discussion 
In this work, I show that NFκB signaling dynamics (temporal pattern of NFκB activity) 
suffice to classify NFκB-activating ligands and that classification accuracy is greatly 
diminished in the context of the systemic autoimmune disorder, Sjögren’s syndrome. These 
findings were made possible by the development of new experimental and computational 
tools that provided an unprecedented quantity and quality of experimental data in primary 
cells responding to diverse immune threats. As cell lines show reduced responsiveness 
(Cheng et al., 2015) and ectopic expression of reporters can lead to artefactual oscillatory 
dynamics (Barken et al., 2005), a new NFκB mVenus-RelA knock-in mouse strain was 
generated to allow imaging of primary macrophages, the cell type that functions as the 
sentinels of the immune system. I was able to study not only the dose-response 
relationships but also characterize NFB responses to pathogen-derived and host-derived 
ligands to which these primary macrophages respond vigorously. A robust automated image 
analysis pipeline and machine learning classification workflow enabled rigorous and 
quantitative analysis. 
 It is well established that the temporal trajectories of NFkB activity are correlated 
with gene expression (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Lane et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2020; Werner 
et al., 2005). The results suggest that the features identified here may specify the stimulus-
specific expression of those genes that are able to differentiate between their relative 
presence or absence. Some prior work has described molecular mechanisms that particular 
target genes employ to “decode” specific NFκB signaling features. “Peak amplitude/fold 
change”, for example, was described to be sensed effectively by an incoherent feedforward 
loop involving the NFκB-responsive generation of p50 homodimers (Lee et al., 2014). 
Stimulus-specific duration of NFκB was found to be differentiated by two mechanisms: 
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whereas stimulus-specific expression of core regulators of the inflammatory response was 
mediated by an mRNA half-life of a few hours, pro-inflammatory initiators tend to employ a 
chromatin-based mechanism that involves the movement of a nucleosome (Sen et al., 2020). 
Interestingly, the oscillatory dynamics do not necessarily control the stimulus-specific 
expression of primary response target genes (Barken et al., 2005), but appears to determine 
the capacity of NFκB to generate de novo enhancers in macrophages and thus affects the 
potential for gene expression induced by subsequent stimuli (Cheng et al., 2020). 
A hallmark of all single-cell datasets is the heterogeneity within an isogenic, 
identically stimulated population. Confusion here means for example that some (but not all) 
cells stimulated with CpG produce NFκB responses that are indistinguishable from some 
(but not all) cells stimulated with Pam3CSK4. I suggest that the capacity (or lack thereof, 
i.e. confusion) for mounting specific responses is a fundamental functional characteristic of 
macrophages as immune sentinel cells. Furthermore, given macrophages’ functional 
plasticity, I expect that this characteristic of capacity for stimulus-discrimination be 
similarly tuned—determined by the context of microenvironmental cytokines and exposure 
histories. In this study, macrophages derived from a mouse model of the systemic 
inflammatory disease, Sjögren’s syndrome, showed dramatically increased levels of ligand 
confusion and dose confusion for bacterium-associated ligands. This particular model 
involves genetic variants in the IκBα promoter but the impact on NFB signaling dynamics 
at the single cell level was unknown. While cells are capable of responding to diverse 
immune threats, the reduction in specificity adds to the understanding of this systemic 
autoimmune disease and may contribute to its etiology. Future studies will address 
whether these concepts apply to other autoimmune or inflammatory diseases. 
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Within the context of the innate immune signaling network, NFκB is only one of 
four prominent PAMP-responsive pathways, and therefore functions in conjunction with 
the JNK-AP1, MAPKp38/ERK-TTP/CREB, TBK-IRF3-ISGF3 axes to control gene 
expression responses (Cheng et al., 2017). While bacterial ligands LPS, CpG, and 
Pam3CSK4 are poorly distinguished at the level of NFκB dynamics (Fig. 2.3), only LPS 
activates TBK-IRF3-ISGF3 and thus produces highly distinct gene expression program. 
Furthermore, MAPKp38 activation is specific to the high dose of LPS (Gottschalk et al., 
2016) allowing for much better dose distinction than that based on NFB dynamics alone. 
Elucidating how coordinated combinatorial and temporal codes specify macrophage 
responses to diverse stimuli will be a major undertaking of future research.  
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Supplemental Figures 
 
  
Figure 2.12. Representative NFκB trajectories.  
Line plots of median NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories in response to TNF (A), P3C4 (B), CpG (C), LPS 
(D), p(I:C) (E) in macrophages from healthy mice (left) and Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (right). 
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Figure 2.13. Dose discrimination in response CpG and TNF stimulation.  
Confusion matrices showing precision (top) and sensitivity (bottom) of dose classification based on NFκB 
dynamics in response to p(I:C) (A) and TNF (B) in macrophages from healthy mice (left) and Sjögren’s 
syndrome mouse model (right).  
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Figure 2.14. Important features for dose classification in response to TNF. 
Most important features for dose discrimination in TNF-stimulated macrophages from healthy mice (A) 
and from Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B).  
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Figure 2.15 Sample decision tree for classifying TNF doses in macrophages from healthy (A) and  Sjögren’s 
syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.16. Important features for dose classification in response to P3C4. 
Most important features for dose discrimination in P3C4-stimulated macrophages from healthy mice (A) 
and from Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.17. Sample decision tree for classifying P3C4 doses in macrophages from healthy (A) and Sjögren’s 
syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.18. Important features for dose classification in response to CpG. 
Most important features for dose discrimination in CpG-stimulated macrophages from healthy mice (A) 
and from Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.19. Sample decision tree for classifying CpG doses in macrophages from healthy (A) and Sjögren’s 
syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.20. Important features for dose classification in response to LPS. 
Most important features for dose discrimination in LPS-stimulated macrophages from healthy mice (A) and 
from Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.21. Sample decision tree for classifying LPS doses in macrophages from healthy (A) and Sjögren’s 
syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Figure 2.22. Important features for dose classification in response to p(I:C). 
Most important features for dose discrimination in p(I:C)-stimulated macrophages from healthy mice (A) 
and from Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B).  
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Figure 2.23. Sample decision tree for classifying p(I:C) doses in macrophages from healthy (A) and 
Sjögren’s syndrome mouse model (B). 
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Material and methods 
Mouse Models. The mVenus-RelA endogenously-tagged mouse line was generated by 
Ingenious Targeting Laboratory. A donor sequence encoding the monomeric variant of the 
Venus fluorescent protein (Koushik et al., 2006) joined by a short flexible linker sequence 
directly upstream of the start codon of the murine Rela locus was used to generate, via 
homologous recombination, a tagged embryonic stem cell line, that was implanted to yield 
heterozygous mice. These mice were then bred with a mouse line constitutively expressing 
the Flp recombinase to remove the Neo resistance marker included in the homologous 
donor sequence. We then back-crossed the resultant mice with wild-type C57BL/6J mice to 
remove the Flp background and generate homozygously tagged mice. For the Sjӧgren’s 
syndrome mouse model, we crossed mVenus-RelA mice into a IκBαM/M line. This strain 
harbors mutated κB sites in the IκBα promoter (B. Peng et al., 2010).  
Macrophage Cell Culture. BMDMs were prepared by culturing bone marrow monocytes 
from femurs of 8-12 week old mice in CMG 14-12-conditioned medium or L929 -conditioned 
medium using standard methods (Cheng et al., 2015; Takeshita et al., 2000). BMDMs were 
re-plated in imaging dishes on day 4, then were stimulated on day 7. 
IMPDMs were differentiated from myeloid progenitor cells immortalized using HoxB4 
transduction (Ruedl et al., 2008).  IMPDMs were re-plated in imaging dishes on day 6, then 
were stimulated on day 9. 
METHOD DETAILS  
Macrophage stimulation conditions. BMDMs were stimulated with indicated concentrations 
of lipopolysaccharide (LPS, Sigma Aldrich), murine TNF (R&D), a TLR1/2 agonist, the 
synthetic triacylated lipoprotein Pam3CSK4 (P3C4), a TLR3 agonist, low molecular weight 
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polyinosine-polycytidylic acid (Poly(I:C) (p(I:C)), Invivogen), a TLR9 agonist, the synthetic 
CpG ODN 1668 (CpG) (Invivogen). 
Live-cell imaging. Bone-marrow macrophages were replated on day 4 at 20,000 or 
15,000/cm2 in an 8-well ibidi SlideTek chamber, for imaging at an appropriate density 
(approx. 60,000/cm2) on day 6 or day 7. 2 hours prior to stimulation, a solution of 2.5 ng/mL 
Hoechst 33342 was added to the BMDM culture media. After the start of imaging, 
additional culture media containing stimulus (TNF, LPS, poly(I:C), CpG, or P3C4) was 
injected into the chamber in situ. Cells were imaged at 5-minute intervals on a Zeiss Axio 
Observer platform with live-cell incubation, using epifluorescent excitation from a Sutter 
Lambda XL light source. Images were recorded on a Hamamatsu Orca Flash 2.0 CCD 
camera. 
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Image analysis and processing  
Microscopy time-lapse images were exported for single-cell tracking and measurement in 
MATLAB R2016a. The tracking routines followed those used in earlier work (Selimkhanov 
et al., 2014). Briefly, cells were identified using DIC images, then segmented, guided by 
markers from the Hoechst image. Segmented cells were linked into trajectories across 
successive images, then nuclear and cytoplasmic boundaries were saved and used to define 
measurement regions in other fluorescent channels, including mVenus-NFκB. Nuclear 
NFκB levels were quantified on a per-cell basis, normalized to image background levels, 
then were baseline-subtracted. Mitotic cells, as well as cells that drifted out of the field of 
view, were excluded from analysis. The toolboxes used for this analysis are available at 
GitHub.  
Machine Learning Classifier 
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Construction of classification models. I trained an ensemble of 100 decision trees using the 
fitcensemble function from the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox from MathWorks. 
Decision tree models are simple, highly interpretable, and can be displayed graphically 
(James et al., 2013). Consequently, the decision process of the classifier can be easily 
interrogated. However, decision tree models have two key disadvantages: (1) modest 
prediction performance (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006) and (2) high variance due to 
overfitting (James et al., 2013). Both disadvantages can be mitigated by aggregating an 
ensemble of decision trees. Empirical comparison of classification models show that 
ensembles of decision trees outperform other classification algorithms across of a variety of 
problem sets (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006).  
 
We used a bootstrap aggregation (bag) method for constructing the ensembles. Each tree in 
the ensemble is trained on a bootstrapped replica of the data—each replica is a random 
selection of the data with replacement. The predictions from the ensemble model are 
determined by a majority vote from each individual tree prediction. We trained the 
ensemble to learn the stimulus labels (TNF, Pam3CSK4, CpG, LPS, and poly(I:C)) from a 
subset of  features or transformed features generated from autoencoders (MathWorks, 
2017).  
 
Decision tree parameters. To construct each decision tree, the software considers all 
possible ways to split the data into two nodes based on the values of every predictor. Then, 
it chooses the best splitting decision based on constraints imposed by training parameters, 
such as the minimum number of observations that must be present in a child node 
(MinLeafSize) and a predictor selection criterion. The software recursively splits each child 
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node until a stopping criterion is reached. The stopping criteria include (1) obtaining a pure 
node that contains only observations from a single class, (2) reaching the minimum number 
of observations for a parent node (MinParentSize), (3) reaching a split that would produce a 
child node with fewer observations than MinLeafSize, and (4) reaching the maximum 
number of splits (MaxNumSplits). We used default values for MinLeafSize, MinParentSize, 
and MaxNumSplits: 1, 10, sample size – 1, respectively (MathWorks, 2017). 
 
Since the standard prediction selection process at each node may be biased, we used a 
predictor selection technique, the interaction-curvature test, which minimizes predictor 
selection bias, enhances interpretation of the model, and facilitates inference of predictor 
importance. The interaction-curvature technique selects a predictor to split at each node 
based on the p-values of curvature and interaction tests. Whereas the curvature test 
examines the null hypothesis that the predictor and response variables are unassociated, 
the interaction test examines the null hypothesis that a pair of predictor variables and the 
response variable are unassociated. A node with no tests that yield p-values ≤ 0.05 is not 
split. At each node, the predictor or pair of predictors that yield the minimum significant p-
value (0.05) is chosen for splitting. To split the node, the software chooses the splitting rule 
that maximizes the impurity gain—difference in the impurity of the node (calculated using 
Gini’s diversity index) and the impurity of its children nodes (MathWorks, 2017).  
 
Evaluation. We evaluated the performance of the classifiers using 5-fold cross validation, 
an independent testing data set, or out of bag cross validation. We used the following 
performance metrics: true positive rate (recall), positive predictive value (precision), area 
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, F1 score, Matthews correlation 
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coefficient, markedness, informedness and mean classification margin (Akosa, 2017; 
Powers, 2007; Vihinen, 2012). 
 
Data and code availability 
Software associated with the image processing and data analysis are available at: 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/MACKtrack, 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/nfkb_dynamics, 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/nfkb_classification 
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Chapter 3 : Characterizing the role of cytokine 
milieu on stimulus-specific NFκB signaling in 
macrophages. 
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Abstract 
Macrophages are sentinels and guardians of tissue integrity. They coordinate stress and 
immune responses to host cytokines and pathogen-associated molecular patterns. As 
initiators of inflammation, macrophages must distinguish between different classes of 
stimuli to generate context-appropriate response. Failure to properly distinguish between 
different stimuli underlies the etiology of many inflammatory diseases. Due to the 
heterogeneity of macrophages, examining their responses with cell population-based assays 
is challenging. To fully dissect the responses of macrophages to different stimuli, single cell 
resolution of macrophage inflammatory responses is required. In this study, I tested the 
hypothesis that the cytokine milieu regulates the stimulus specificity of the macrophage 
inflammatory response via NFκB signaling dynamics (temporal pattern of NFκB activity).  
Using time-lapse microscopy in primary macrophages, I examined the temporal 
pattern of NFκB nuclear translocations in response to host- and pathogen-associated 
ligands in different cytokine microenvironments. Analysis of NFκB signaling dynamics 
using supervised machine learning revealed that IFNγ conditioning of M1 macrophages 
abrogates the identification of virus-associated ligands. Strikingly, this analysis shows that 
NFκB dynamics are insufficient to distinguish virus-associated and bacterium-associated 
ligands in M1 macrophages; however, the classification performance of host-associated vs. 
pathogen-associated ligands using NFκB dynamics is improved in the context of IFNγ 
conditioning. M2a conditioning of macrophages with IL-4 improves classification 
performance of virus-, bacterium- and host-associated ligands using NFκB dynamics. 
Further, TNF conditioning of macrophages improves dose classification of NFκB stimuli. 
These studies show that cytokine milieu of macrophages control the stimulus-specificity of 
NFκB signaling.  
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Introduction 
Macrophages are key regulators of inflammation, which controls diverse physiological and 
pathological processes (Mosser and Edwards, 2008). Inflammation is a transient response 
to noxious conditions such as infection or tissue injury (Chovatiya and Medzhitov, 2014). Its 
physiological role is to recruit leukocytes and plasma to the affected tissue to clear 
pathogens, remove debris, and restore homeostasis. Misregulation of macrophage-mediated 
 
Figure 3.1. Cytokine contexts in tissue microenvironments alter macrophage functions in health and 
disease.  
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Figure 3.2. NFκB dynamics are specific to pathogen class in naïve (M0) macrophages.  
(A) Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation dynamics in response to host-associated ligands (TNF), 
bacterium-associated ligands (Pam3CSK4, CpG, LPS), virus-associated ligands (p(I:C)) (top). Median 
NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories (bottom). Trajectories are sorted by maximum 1st peak speed. 
(B) Violin plots of the top 8 features that distinguish ligand types: average activity, difference between 
maximum and minimum NFκB values, maximum amplitude, early speed, maximum peak 1 speed, early 
speed, average moving mean absolute deviation, average moving variance, average peak amplitude. 
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Figure 3.3. Host- vs. pathogen-specific NFκB dynamics in M0 macrophages. 
(A) Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories grouped by stimulus-type (cytokine from host, 
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP) (top). Median NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories 
(bottom). Trajectories are sorted by average activity (root-mean-square). (B) Violin plots of the top 8 
features that distinguish ligand sources in M0 macrophages: maximum 1st peak speed (Max Pk1 speed), 
early speed, average activity (rms), average moving mean absolute deviation (Mean Movmad),  Time to 
half-maximum activity (Time2HalfMaxIntegral), total activity (Max Integral), average moving standard 
deviation (Mean Movstd), and difference between maximum and minimum NFκB values (Peak2peak). 
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inflammatory responses is associated with many human pathologies (Murray and Wynn, 
2011). In these conditions, inflammation does not restore homeostasis but contributes to the 
progression of the disease or tissue damage. Indeed, diseased tissue microenvironments 
lead to alterations in macrophage functions, such that these cells become key drivers of 
disease. For example, chronic inflammatory diseases such as pulmonary fibrosis and 
atherosclerosis are mediated by specialized, conditioned macrophages (Pollard, 2009) . 
Three important cytokines in tissue microenvironments that condition macrophages are 
IFNγ, IL-4, and TNF.  
 Macrophages adopt a wide spectrum of states that are associated with distinct 
physiological and pathological functions, which are dependent on the cytokine milieu (Fig. 
3.1). Whereas classically activated macrophages (M1) are induced by IFNγ +/- TLR ligands, 
alternatively activated macrophages (M2) are induced by IL-4 (M2a). M1 and M2a 
macrophages represent two extremes of spectrum. TNF is a pleiotropic cytokine with 
disparate and context-specific functions in homeostasis and pathology (Kalliolias and 
Ivashkiv, 2015). TNF is crucial to the macrophage function in health and disease. Given 
that macrophages produce TNF spontaneously (Pękalski et al., 2013) and in response to 
nucleic acids present during infection and tissue injury, tonic exposure to TNF is 
ubiquitous.  
The NFκB transcription factor is the primary signal dependent transcription factor 
(SDTF) for inflammatory gene expression (O’Dea and Hoffmann, 2009). Cytokines, such as 
TNF, and nucleic acids, such as dsRNA and CpG DNA, and bacterial cell wall components, 
such as lipopolysaccharides and lipopeptides, induce the nuclear localization of NFκB by 
inducing the degradation of IκB (O’Dea and Hoffmann, 2009). Since IκBs form several 
negative feedback loops, NFκB signaling is highly dynamic, and may be oscillatory or non-
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oscillatory (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Kearns et al., 2006). Although oscillatory signaling 
dynamics have been reported since 2002, precise understanding of their function remains 
elusive (Behar and Hoffmann, 2010). Lack of progress in the understanding the functions of 
NFκB oscillation is partly due to technological limitations. Population averages of NFκB 
signaling that is reported in bulk assays often yield misleading results. Whereas individual 
trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation may show oscillatory NFκB, averages of those 
oscillatory trajectories may appear non-oscillatory. Recent studies show that the temporal 
pattern of NFκB nuclear translocation (signaling dynamics) is stimulus-specific (Taylor et 
al., 2020) and that the oscillatory character of NFκB dynamics regulate reprogramming of 
the macrophage epigenome in a stimulus-specific manner (Cheng et al., 2020).  
The effect that cytokine milieu of macrophages has on the stimulus-specificity of 
NFκB signaling dynamics is unknown. Whether conditioning of macrophages by TNF, IL-4, 
and IFNγ control how well NFκB stimuli are distinguished using NFκB signaling dynamics 
has not been reported in literature. Detailed understanding of how cytokine milieu regulate 
stimulus-specificity of inflammatory responses mediated by NFκB may yield insights into 
the pathogenesis of inflammatory disorders and identify novel therapeutic strategies.  
Results 
“Polarizing” cytokine milieus regulate stimulus-specific NFκB signaling dynamics. 
To examine whether the cytokine milieu of macrophages control the NFκB signaling 
dynamics,  I used time-lapse, live cell microscopy to examine the localization of 
endogenously expressed, fluorescently-tagged NFκB RelA in primary macrophages. I 
stimulated bone marrow derived macrophages (BMDMs) from mVenus-RelA expressing 
mice with host-, virus- and bacterium-associated ligands (10 ng/mL TNF; 100 μg/mL p(I:C); 
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100 nM CpG, 100 ng/mL P3C4, 100 ng/mL LPS; respectively) and monitored the nuclear 
localization of NFκB in individual BMDMs for several hours. Using automated cell tracking 
and image analysis, I quantified the trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation and 
computed features from the time series trajectories.  
In naïve macrophages (M0) with unperturbed, control cytokine milieu, NFκB signaling 
dynamics show stimulus specificity (Fig. 3.2). Heatmaps of NFκB responses in individual 
M0 macrophages show that NFκB responses to host-associated ligands (TNF) and virus-
associated molecular patterns (VAMPs) have robust oscillatory dynamics compared to the 
NFκB responses to bacterium-associated molecular patterns (BAMPs) (Fig. 3.2A).  NFκB 
response to TNF and BAMPs (bacterium-associated molecular pattern (BAMPs) have 
earlier onsets and rapid kinetics (max pk1 speed, early speed, time to half-maximum, 
Fig.3.2A,B). When NFκB signaling dynamics are grouped by ligand type (host/cytokine vs. 
pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)), it is apparent that the oscillatory 
character may be a major distinguishing feature of host-associated ligands (Fig. 3.3A); 
however, features that describe average activity and peak heights appear to be 
distinguishing as well (Fig. 3.3B).  
To examine whether stimulus-specific NFκB dynamics are altered in classically 
activated (M1) macrophages, I pre-stimulated BMDMs with 10 ng/mL of IFNγ 24 hours 
before stimulating with host-associated ligands, BAMPs, and VAMPs (10 ng/mL TNF; 100 
μg/mL p(I:C); 100 nM CpG, 100 ng/mL P3C4, 100 ng/mL LPS; respectively). Visual 
inspection of the single cell trajectories of NFκB activity in M1 macrophages reveal that the 
oscillatory character that distinguishes TNF and VAMPs/p(I:C) from BAMPs is abrogated 
in response to VAMPs/p(I:C) but not in response to TNF (Fig. 3.4A); however, the activation 
delay the distinguishes VAMPs/p(I:C) in M0 remains in M1 macrophages (Fig.3.4A and B). 
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When NFκB signaling dynamics are grouped by ligand type (host/cytokine vs. PAMPs), the 
oscillatory character is not only a distinguishing feature, but a defining feature of NFκB 
response to host/cytokine ligands (Fig. 3.5Α). Features that describe oscillatory potential 
such as the power in the frequency band of NFκB oscillations (oscpower), and the 
prominence frequency modes in the Fourier transform of NFκB signaling dynamics  
(oscfreq) are clearly specific for TNF/cytokine stimulation in M1 macrophages (Fig. 3.5B).  
  To examine whether stimulus-specific NFκB dynamics are altered in alternatively 
activated (M2a) macrophages, I pre-stimulated BMDMs with 10 ng/mL of IL-4 24 hours 
before stimulating with host-associated ligands, BAMPs, and VAMPs (10 ng/mL TNF; 100 
μg/mL p(I:C); 100 nM CpG, 100 ng/mL P3C4, 100 ng/mL LPS; respectively). Visual 
inspection of the single-cell trajectories and averages of NFκB activity in M2a macrophages 
revealed that the NFκB response to VAMPs/p(I:C) is almost indistinguishable from no-
treatment controls (Fig. 3.6A). Features that describe peak heights (Pk1 Amp), prominence 
(Pk1 prom), translocation speed (Max Pk1 Speed, Early Speed, Max Derivative) clearly 
distinguish TNF/cytokine and BAMPs from p(I:C)/VAMPs (Fig. 3.6B). When NFκB 
signaling dynamics are grouped by ligand type (host/cytokine vs. PAMPs), features that 
show stimulus specificity are ones that describe the quality of oscillations, rather than 
presence of oscillations: number of peaks, variability of trough to peak heights, frequency 
range (Fig. 3.7B).  
To examine the extent to which stimulus-specific NFκB dynamics are altered by M1 and 
M2a conditioning, I compared the single cell trajectories of nuclear NFκB and descriptive 
features of NFκB signaling in response to TNF (Fig. 3.13A,B), P3C4 (Fig. 3.14A,B), CpG 
(Fig. 3.15A,B), LPS (Fig. 3.16A,B), and p(I:C) (Fig. 3.17A,B) in M0, M1 and M2a. Using a 
simple decision tree algorithm, I quantified how distinguishable ligand-induced NFκB 
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dynamics in conditioned macrophages are (Fig. 3.13-18 C, D) and how similar ligand-
induced NFκB dynamics are between pairs of conditioned macrophages. The off-diagonal 
values in the confusion matrices (Fig. 3.13-18 C) reflect how similar the pairs of conditions 
on the X and Y-axis are; whereas, the diagonal values reflect how distinct or identifiable the 
responses are. For example, TNF-induced NFκB dynamics in M0 and M1 are 
indistinguishable (Fig. 3.13C); in contrast, p(I:C)-induced NFκB dynamics in M0 and M2a 
are very distinguishable (Fig. 3.17C).  The classification algorithm employed allows for 
visual inspection of the decision process for classifying M0, M1, and M2a conditions using 
values of NFκB dynamical features (Fig. 3.13-17D). 
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Figure 3.4. Pathogen class specificity of NFκB dynamics in M1 macrophages.  
(A) Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation dynamics in IFNγ-prestimulated macrophages (M1, classically 
activated) in response to host-associated ligands (TNF), bacterium-associated ligands (Pam3CSK4, CpG, 
LPS), virus-associated ligands (p(I:C)) (top). Median NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories (bottom). 
Trajectories are ordered by maximum 1st peak speed. (B) Violin plots of the top 7 features that distinguish 
ligand sources in M1 macrophages: average moving mean absolute deviation (Mean Movmad), oscillatory 
power (Oscpower), average moving standard deviation (Mean Movstd), number of peaks, maximum 1st 
peak speed (Max Pk1 speed), maximum amplitude, and Time to half-maximum activity 
(Time2HalfMaxIntegral). 
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Figure 3.5. Host- vs. pathogen-specific NFκB dynamics M1 macrophages.  
(A) Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories grouped by stimulus type (cytokine from host, 
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (top). Median NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories (bottom). 
Trajectories are ordered by average activity (root-mean-square). (B) Violin plots of the top 8 features that 
distinguish ligand types in M1 macrophages: power in the frequency band corresponding to NFκB 
oscillations (0.3 – 1 hr-1) (Oscpower), average activity, average moving mean absolute deviation, maximum 
activity, frequency of oscillations, maximum peak, average moving standard deviation, and average 
moving variance.  
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Figure 3.6. Stimulus-specific NFκB dynamics in alternatively activated (M2a) macrophages.  
(A) Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation dynamics in IL-4-prestimulated macrophages (M2a, 
alternatively-activated) in response to host-associated ligands (TNF), bacterium-associated ligands 
(Pam3CSK4, CpG, LPS), virus-associated ligands (poly(I:C)) (top). Median NFκB trajectories and sample 
trajectories (bottom). Trajectories sorted by the change point in the slope of NFκB trajectories. (B) Violin 
plots of the top 8 features that distinguish ligand sources in M2a macrophages: 1st peak amplitude, 
maximum 1st peak speed, signal duration, early speed, Time to half-maximum activity, 1st peak 
prominence, maximum speed, change in the slope NFκB.  
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Figure 3.7. Features of NFκB dynamics that distinguish types of NFκB stimuli in M2a macrophages.   
(A)  Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories grouped by stimulus-type (cytokine from host, 
pathogen-associated molecular patterns) (top). Median NFκB trajectories and sample trajectories (bottom). 
Trajectories sorted by standard deviation of peak amplitudes. (B)Violin plots of the top 8 features that 
distinguish ligand types in M2a macrophages: number of peaks, ratio of peak height to average (Peak2rms), 
1st peak prominence, range of oscillatory frequencies, standard deviation of peak heights, coefficient of 
variation of peak heights, standard deviation of the difference from peak troughs to peak heights, coefficient 
of variation of the difference from peak troughs to peak heights. 
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Classification of ligand source using NFκB dynamics is abrogated in M1 macrophages.  
To quantitively characterize the extent to which conditioning of macrophages by polarizing 
cytokines, IFNγ and IL-4, affects the stimulus specificity of NFκB activity in macrophages,  
I employed supervised machine learning to classify the stimulus information using the 
temporal pattern of NFκB nuclear localization alone. Using the first 8 hours of NFκB 
signaling activity, I trained decision tree classifiers using either the time series traces (after 
dimensionality reduction using an autoencoder) or using descriptive features of NFκB 
dynamics. Further, I used an error correcting output code (ECOC) ensemble scheme to 
simplify the multi-class learning problem into a series of binary decision problems using a 
binary complete coding design which uses all binary combinations of classes. This approach 
allows for straightforward interrogation of the important features that distinguish all 
binary combination of classes. This approach trains 2(K-1) -1 binary classifiers where K is the 
number of classes; for ligand source classification were K = 4 (none, host, virus, bacterium), 
7 binary classifiers will be trained:  
(1) none, host, bacterium vs. virus;  
(2) none, host, virus vs. bacterium;  
(3) none, host vs. bacterium, virus; 
(4) none, bacterium, virus vs. host;  
(5) none, bacterium vs. host, virus;  
(6) none, virus vs. host, bacterium; 
(7) none vs. host, bacterium, virus. 
For example, the most important for each binary classification in the M0 case is  
(1)  maximum 1st peak speed,  
(2)  total activity,  
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(3) average activity ,  
(4) maximum 1st peak speed,  
(5) number of peaks, 
(6) time to half-maximum activity, and  
(7) difference between the maximum and minimum of the trajectory (Table 
3.1).  
Comparison of the ligand source classifiers on M1 data to M0 revealed that 
classification performance of “virus” with NFκB dynamics is most affected by M1 
conditioning (Fig. 3.8). The primary source of confusion appears to be “bacterium”. The 
precision of “virus” classification falls from 95.4 % in M0 to 49.4 % , where 46.4 % of “virus” 
predictions are actually “bacterium” (Fig. 3.8A). Similarly, the sensitivity of “virus” 
classification diminishes from 74.8 % to 53.7 %, where 36.4 % of data from “virus” group 
misclassified as “bacterium” (Fig. 3.8A). Other performance metrics describe this 
observation as well: F1 score for “virus” falls from 0.85 to 0.5; markedness falls from 0.9 to 
0.4, mean margin fell from 0.3 to 0.05; false discovery rate rose from 0.05 to 0.5 (Fig. 3.8B). 
Conversely, the classification of “host” improves in M1 macrophages. The precision rises 
from 79.1 % to 88.1%; whereas, the sensitivity rises from 75.3 % to 92.4 % (Fig. 3.8C). When 
classifying ligand types (“cytokine” vs. “PAMP”), the improved classification of “cytokine”/” 
host” remains consistent with precision increasing from 81.6 % to 93.7% and sensitivity 
rising from 67.4 % to 85.5 % (Fig. 3.8C). Further, the mean margin increases from 28 % to 
53 % (Fig. 3. 8D). Furthermore, F1 score and markedness are increased in M1 condition.  
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Figure 3.8. Classification performance of ligand source, but not ligand type, is diminished in M1 
macrophages. 
(A) Top: confusion matrix of classification precision of ligand source (host, bacterium, virus) in naïve 
macrophages, M0, (left) and M1 macrophages (right). Bottom: confusion matrix of classification sensitivity in 
naïve macrophages (left) and M1 macrophages (right). (B) Performance metrics of ligand source classification 
in M0 vs. M1: F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity), markedness, mean margin (confidence 
in the classification; difference between the probability of the correct choice and highest probability of the 
incorrect choices), and false discovery rate (FDR). (C) Top: confusion matrix of classification precision of 
ligand type (cytokine and PAMP) in naïve macrophages, M0, (left) and M1 macrophages (right). Bottom: 
confusion matrix of classification sensitivity in naïve macrophages (left) and M1 macrophages (right). (D) 
Performance metrics of ligand source classification in M0 vs. M1: F1 score, markedness, mean margin 
(confidence in the classification; difference between the probability of the correct choice and highest 
probability of the incorrect choices), and false discovery rate.  
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Classification of ligand source using NFκB dynamics is improved in M2a macrophages. 
In contrast with M1 conditioning, the comparison of the ligand source classifiers on M2a data 
to M0 revealed that classification performance of “host” with NFκB dynamics is most 
affected by M2a conditioning (Fig. 3.9A). The precision of “host” classification rises from 
79.1% to 88.6 % with the increase coming from reduction in the misclassification of “virus” 
as “host” (Fig. 3.9A). Remarkable, the sensitivity of “host” classification rises from 75.3 % to 
97.9 %. The F1 score, informedness (probability of an informed classification decision based 
on the data) and mean margin increase dramatically for “host” classification in M2a 
conditioning (Fig. 3.9B). Interestingly, when data are grouped by ligand type, M2a 
conditioning affects only the precision of “none” classification (Fig. 3.9C) with an increase 
from 62.6 % to 73.6 %, with all improvements deriving from the reduction of the 
misclassification of “cytokine” as “none”. Interestingly, the sensitivity of “cytokine” 
classification increases from 67.4 % to 96.5% (Fig. 3.9 C). Furthermore, the informedness 
and mean margin are performance metrics significantly increased for “cytokine” 
classification in M2a conditioning.  
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Figure 3.9. Sensitivity of ligand source and ligand type classification is enhanced in M2a macrophages.  
(A) Top: confusion matrix of classification precision of ligand source (host, bacterium, virus) in naïve 
macrophages, M0, (left) and M2a macrophages (right). Bottom: confusion matrix of classification 
sensitivity in naïve macrophages (left) and M1 macrophages (right). (B) Performance metrics of ligand 
source classification in M0 vs. M2a: F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity), informedness, 
markedness, mean margin (confidence in the classification; difference between the probability of the 
correct choice and highest probability of the incorrect choices). (C) Top: confusion matrix of classification 
precision of ligand type (cytokine and PAMP) in naïve macrophages, M0, (left) and M2a macrophages 
(right). Bottom: confusion matrix of classification sensitivity in naïve macrophages (left) and M2a 
macrophages (right). (D) Performance metrics of ligand source classification in M0 vs. M2a: F1 score, 
informedness, markedness, and mean margin (confidence in the classification; difference between the 
probability of the correct choice and highest probability of the incorrect choices).  
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Paracrine TNF enhances dose classification of PAMPs. 
 TNF is ubiquitous in the cytokine milieu of macrophages (Kalliolias and Ivashkiv, 2015). 
The homeostatic and pathologic roles of TNF on stimulus discrimination in macrophages 
are not known. TNF levels in tissue microenvironments are controlled by constitutive, tonic 
release (as an emergent property of spontaneous release by many individual cells) and by 
paracrine release in feedforward response to PAMPs. To examine the effect that paracrine, 
feedforward TNF has on stimulus specificity, I examined the dose response of NFκB 
signaling dynamics to TLR9 stimulation by CpG in the presence and absence of paracrine, 
feedforward TNF. I stimulated BMDMs with co-treatments of CpG with a soluble decoy 
TNF receptor (sTNFR2), which abolishes the feedforward TNF response by competing with 
membrane bound TNFR on BMDMs for TNF binding (Lee et al., 2009). Time-lapse, live cell 
imaging results show that NFκB trajectories are mostly oscillatory in response to low doses 
of CpG (33 nM) in the presence of feedforward, paracrine TNF (Fig. 3.10A). A single cell 
heatmap of 33 nM CpG clearly shows a delay in the onset of NFκB nuclear translocation in 
these oscillatory trajectories (Fig. 3.10A). At 100 nM CpG, it is very apparent that the non-
oscillatory trajectories (near the top) have a faster onset than the oscillatory trajectories 
(near the bottom). Further, the proportion of trajectories with oscillatory character is 
inversely correlated with the dose of CpG (Fig. 3.10E). When the feedforward TNF is 
abolished with sTNFR2 co-stimulation, oscillatory trajectories are significantly diminished, 
which is apparent in the 33 nM CpG stimulation (Fig. 3.10B). Comparing the median 
responses to 33 nM CpG in the presence (Fig. 3.10A) and absence of paracrine, feedforward 
TNF (Fig. 3.10B) reveals a significant reduction in the amount of nuclear NFκB. This 
reduction in average responses is due to loss of the subpopulation of trajectories that are 
oscillatory rather than a consistent reduction in the amplitudes of all trajectories. 
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Interestingly, at high doses of CpG (1000 nM), some trajectories with oscillatory character 
remain even in the presence of sTNFR2 competition. (Fig. 3.10E). Using the 
aforementioned supervised machine learning approach, I examined the effect that loss of 
feedforward paracrine TNF has on dose classification. The results reveal that loss of 
paracrine, feedforward TNF abrogates the precision and sensitivity of dose classification at 
intermediate (100 nM) and high doses (1000 nM) of CpG (Fig. 3.10C and D). 
Unsurprisingly, the primary causes of misclassification errors in the absence of feedforward 
TNF are the adjacent doses (Fig. 3.10C and D).  
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Figure 3.10. Paracrine TNF enhances dose classification of inflammatory ligands in macrophages.  
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 0, 33, 100, and 1000 nM CpG. 
Heatmaps ordered by 1st peak height. Bottom: median nuclear NFκB and sample trajectories. (B) Top: 
Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response 5 μg/mL soluble TNFR II + 0, 33, 100, and 
1000 nM CpG. Heatmaps ordered by mean average moving mean absolute deviation. Bottom: median 
nuclear NFκB and sample trajectories. (C) Top: classification precision of CpG doses in the presence of 
paracrine TNF (without soluble TNFRII). Bottom: classification precision of CpG doses in the absence of 
paracrine TNF (with soluble TNFRII). (D) Top: classification sensitivity of CpG doses in the presence of 
paracrine TNF (without soluble TNFRII). Bottom: classification sensitivity of CpG doses in the absence of 
paracrine TNF (with soluble TNFRII). (E) Proportion of oscillatory trajectories and ratio of oscillatory 
trajectories to non-oscillatory trajectories as a function of CpG doses in the presence (left) or absence (right) 
of paracrine TNF.  
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Constitutive, tonic TNF enhances stimulus and dose classification. 
To examine the effect that constitutive, tonic TNF has on stimulus discrimination in 
primary macrophages, I bred tnf-/- mice into the mVenus-RelA background and examined 
NFκB signaling dynamics in responses to various ligands and doses (Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 
3.18). Single cell NFκB trajectories reveal loss of oscillatory trajectories in response to 
TNF/host and abolition of responsiveness to p(I:C)/VAMPs (Fig. 3.11A). The top features 
that confer ligand specificity describe speed (maximum 1st peak speed, early speed) and 
peak height (1st peak amplitude, maximum amplitude, difference of maximum and 
minimum activity) (Fig. 3.11C). Classification of ligand source using descriptive NFκB 
features reveals a significant reduction in the precision of “virus” classification from 70.8% 
to 49.8%, largely due to misclassification of “none” as virus (Fig. 3.11B). Similarly, the 
sensitivity of “virus” classification significantly decreases from 72.1% to 44.2% in TNF-
deficient macrophages, largely due to misidentification of “virus” as either “none” or 
“bacterium” (Fig. 3.11D). Furthermore, the markedness of “none “and mean margin of 
“none” and “virus” are drastically reduced (Fig. 3.11E). To examine whether the loss of 
constitutive, tonic TNF controls the dose response of NFκB dynamics, I compared the 
response to 0.1, 1, and 10 ng/mL TNF in tnf-/- BMDMs to “wt” control BMDMs (Fig. 3.12). 
Single cell trajectories reveal loss of NFκB oscillations at all doses in the absence of 
constitutive, tonic TNF release (Fig. 3.12A and B). Examination of dose classification 
performance reveals a sharp decrease in the precision and sensitivity of dose classification 
at intermediate and high doses (Fig. 3.12C). Precision dropped from 94.8% and 91.1% to 
76.9% and 66.5% for intermediate (1 ng/mL) and high doses (10 ng/mL), respectively, in the 
tnf--/- condition. Sensitivity dropped precipitously from 83.3% to 43.2% (Fig. 3.12C). 
Unsurprisingly, the adjacent doses were the sources of confusion. The F1 score, 
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markedness, and mean margin of the intermediate dose (1 ng/mL) are dramatically reduced 
in the tnf--/- condition (Fig. 3.12D). Features that describe duration (Off Times and Num 
Peaks) and variability of the trajectories (Mean Movmad, Mean Movvar) are less important 
for distinguishing doses in the tnf--/- condition (Fig. 3.12E vs. F).  
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Figure 3.11. Loss of tonic TNF diminishes precision and sensitivity of ligand classification. 
(A) Top: Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories in tnf-/- BMDMs in response to host-
associated ligands (10 ng/mL TNF), bacterium-associated ligands (10 ng/mL P3C4, 100 nM CpG, 100 
ng/mL LPS), virus-associated ligands (100 μg/mL p(I:C)). Heatmaps ordered by frequency range of 
trajectories. Bottom: median NFκB nuclear translocation trajectory and sample trajectories. (B) Precision 
of ligand source classification using NFκB dynamical features in wt (top) and tnf-/- (bottom) BMDMs. (C) 
Top 8 features that distinguish ligand sources in tnf-/- BMDMs: frequency range, maximum 1st peak 
speed, early speed, 1st peak amplitude, average activity, change in slope, maximum peak height, range of 
peak amplitudes. (D) Sensitivity of ligand source classification using NFκB dynamical features in wt (top) 
and tnf-/- (bottom) BMDMs. (E) performance of ligand source classification using NFκB dynamical 
features in wt (top) and tnf-/- (bottom) BMDMs. 
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Figure 3.12. Loss of tonic TNF diminishes precision and sensitivity of dose classification. 
(A) Top: Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories in response to 0.1, 1, 10 ng/mL of TNF in wt 
BMDMs. Heatmaps ordered by maximum 1st peak speed. Bottom: median nuclear NFκB and sample 
trajectories. (B) Top: Single-cell NFκB nuclear translocation trajectories in response to 0.1, 1, 10 ng/mL of 
TNF in the absence of tonic TNF (tnf-/- ) BMDMs. Heatmaps ordered by average moving M.A.D. Bottom: 
median nuclear NFκB and sample trajectories. (C) Top: Precision of dose classification in wt (left) and tnf-
/-  BMDMs (right). Bottom: Sensitivity of dose classification in wt (left) and tnf-/-  BMDMs (right).  
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Discussion 
In this work, I examined the role of the cytokine milieu in controlling the stimulus 
specificity of temporal pattern of NFκB nuclear translocation (signaling dynamics). Using 
time-lapse, live-cell imaging, I monitored and measured the signaling dynamics of 
fluorescently-tagged RelA subunit of NFκB in primary macrophages in response to various 
ligands and doses and in different cytokine contexts. The combination of high dimensional 
time series single-cell data and supervised machine learning approaches revealed the effect 
of the cytokine milieu on the signaling dynamics of NFκB in macrophages. Here I report 
three main findings: (1) My results show that IFNγ conditioning (M1 polarization) enhances 
the classification of host-associated and pathogen-associated ligands via NFκB dynamics; 
however, the IFNγ conditioning diminishes the classification between virus-associated and 
bacterium-associated ligands using NFκB signaling dynamics; (2) IL-4 conditioning (M2 
polarization) enhances the ligand classification broadly. (3) TNF conditioning enhances 
ligand and dose classification.  
 Rigorous examination of NFκB signaling in macrophages in diverse cytokine 
contexts required: (1) high temporal resolution, (2) single cell resolution, and (3) cells with 
physiologic response to diverse ligands and cytokine contexts. Development of new 
Figure 3.12. Loss of tonic TNF diminishes precision and sensitivity of ligand classification. 
(D) Performance metrics of dose classification in the presence and absence and tonic TNF: F1 score 
(harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity), informedness, markedness, and mean margin (confidence in 
the classification; difference between the probability of the correct choice and highest probability of the 
incorrect choices). (E) Top 8 dose responsive features of NFκB dynamics to 0.1, 1, 10 ng/mL of TNF in the 
presence of tonic TNF: average mean absolute deviation, maximum 1st peak speed, average moving standard 
deviation, total duration, early speed, average moving variance, number of peaks, maximum speed of NFκB 
nuclear translocation. (F) Top 8 dose responsive features of NFκB dynamics to 0.1, 1, 10 ng/mL of TNF in 
the absence of tonic TNF: maximum 1st peak speed, maximum activity, average activity, mean speed, ratio 
of tallest peak to average, time to half-maximum activity, average moving standard deviation, and early 
speed.  
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experimental and computational tools that meet these criteria enabled these discoveries by 
facilitating the generation of large quantities of high-quality experimental data. 
High temporal resolution is essential since the NFκB activity is highly dynamic (Hoffmann 
et al., 2002). Single cell resolution is required since many characteristics of NFκB activity, 
such as unsynchronized oscillations, are not apparent using bulk assays (Tay et al., 2010). 
The heterogeneity of macrophage responses further necessitates the use of single-cell 
assays to distinguish changes in the spread of responses and location of responses. A new 
mVenus-RelA knock-in mouse strain expressing fluorescent NFκB at endogenous levels 
allows for interrogation of physiologically relevant NFκB responses in primary 
macrophages. The development of this experimental system is useful because many cell 
lines are unresponsive to ligands and cytokine milieus of interest (Cheng et al., 2015). 
Further, ectopic expression of reporters may lead to artefactual NFκB responses (Barken et 
al., 2005). Tracking NFκB activity in the same cells over time require the use of 
environmentally-controlled microscopy instruments, coupled with an automated image 
analysis pipeline (Cheng et al., 2015; Selimkhanov et al., 2014). An automated imaging 
analysis pipeline is essential to convert the thousands of images in an experiment to useful 
NFκB measurements in individual cells over many hours. Pattern recognition and machine 
learning approaches were essential to retrieve knowledge from the large quantities of data 
generated. Data preprocessing, feature engineering, and dimensionality reduction 
techniques are essential components of the analysis workflow. 
 With the necessary experimental and analysis workflows established, I sought to 
characterize the effect that the cytokine milieu has on NFκB signaling dynamics. 
“Polarizing” cytokines IFNγ and IL-4, the inflammatory cytokine, TNF, are well known 
regulators of macrophage function in health and disease conditions that span infectious 
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diseases (bacteria, viruses, parasites), autoimmune disorders (rheumatoid arthritis, 
inflammatory bowel disease, etc.) and cancers (Benoit et al., 2008; Martinez and Gordon, 
2014; Mosser and Edwards, 2008; Murray et al., 2014). Given the technical requirements 
for examining NFκB signaling dynamics, it is not known whether the cytokine milieu 
regulates NFκB signaling dynamics in primary macrophages. The results of these studies 
are of great interest to the field since characteristics of NFκB signaling dynamics are 
correlated with gene expression (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Lane et al., 2017; Martin et al., 
2020; Werner et al., 2005). Examination of stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling in 
different cytokine contexts may yield insights into novel approaches to target NFκB activity 
in a context-specific manner. The results of IFNγ conditioning (M1 polarization) on 
stimulus-specific NFκB activity suggests a tradeoff between host-pathogen discrimination 
and bacterium-virus discrimination. NFκB dynamics from virus-associated ligands and 
bacterium-associated ligands are less distinguishable in M1 macrophages (Fig. 3.8A, B); 
however, NFκB dynamics from host-associated ligands and pathogen-associated ligands are 
more distinguishable (Fig. 3.8C,D). This tradeoff is probably mediated by stimulus-specific 
perturbation of oscillations in M1 macrophages. Host-associated ligands (TNF) and virus-
associated ligands (p(I:C)) induce NFκB activity with oscillatory character in naïve, M0, 
macrophages; however, M1 macrophages induce NFκB activity with oscillatory character in 
response to TNF (Fig. 3.13A), but not p(I:C) (Fig. 3.17) (Harris, 2017). 
The results of IL-4 conditioning (M2a polarization) on stimulus-specific NFκB 
activity suggest that NFκB dynamics are more distinguishable (Fig. 3.9) across ligand 
labels: ligand source (Fig. 3.9.A,B) and ligand type (Fig. 3.9.C,D). The stimulus specificity in 
M2a macrophages may be due to the differential effects on MyD88-mediated signaling vs. 
TRIF-mediated signaling (Takeuchi, Osamu Akira, 2010). Examination of single cell NFκB 
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dynamics in M2a macrophages show that NFκB dynamics in response to bacterial PAMPs 
that signal through MyD88 exclusively (P3C4 and CpG) tend to have shorter duration (Last 
Falltime), lower total activity (Max Integral) and higher peak to average ratio (Peak2rms) 
compared to naïve macrophages (Fig. 3.14, 3.15). Further, NFκB dynamics in response to 
ligands that signal through TRIF (LPS, p(I:C)) have lower average activity (R.M.S), 
maximum peak heights (Max Amplitude) and lower maximum speed (Max Derivative).  
 The effects of TNF conditioning and feedforward TNF on stimulus-specific NFκB 
signaling suggest that constitutive, tonic TNF confers both ligand specificity and dose 
specificity and that feedforward TNF confers dose specificity. To study the effects of 
constitutive, tonic TNF on NFκB signaling dynamics and stimulus specificity, I bred tnf-/- 
mice into the mVenus-RelA background and examine the response to TNF, P3C4, CpG, 
LPS, and p(I:C) (Fig. 3.18). Interrogation of the ligand classification performance in the 
absence of tonic TNF showed that NFκB signaling dynamics from both host- and virus-
associated ligands are confused for NFκB signaling dynamics induced by bacterial PAMPs 
(Fig. 3.11B,C). Visual inspection of single cell NFκB signaling dynamics showed that a 
distinct lack of oscillatory character in the trajectories (Fig. 3.11A, 3.18A). The responses to 
bacterial PAMPs appear indistinguishable from each other (Fig. 3.18A, B). The features 
that distinguish TNF response from the bacterial PAMPs describe average activity (R.M.S.) 
and peak heights (1st peak height, maximum peak height, difference between maximum 
and minimum activity).  
Interestingly, the NFκB activity upon p(I:C) stimulation shows a lack of response in 
the absence of tonic TNF (Fig. 3.18A), similar to the observation in M2a macrophages (Fig. 
3.9). In contrast to M2a macrophages, TNF-induced NFκB dynamics in tnf-/- are less 
distinguishable due to abolition of NFκB oscillations. This observation highlights a role for 
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oscillatory dynamics in stimulus-classification. The molecular mechanism behind the loss of 
NFκB oscillations in the absence of tonic TNF is not known. Immunoblot analysis of IKK 
activity upstream of NFκB suggest that the kinetics of IKK activation may be sensitized 
(Fig. 3.19A). Multi-stimulus math modeling shows that IKK activation kinetics alone are 
sufficient to reproduce both oscillatory and non-oscillatory dynamics and that higher IKK 
activity may yield non-oscillatory dynamics (Taylor et al., 2020). These results suggest 
elevated IKK in the absence of tonic TNF may yield non-oscillatory dynamics (Fig. 3.19C). 
Two hypotheses that may explain elevated IKK activity in the absence of tonic TNF are 
elevated surface expression of TNF receptors and lower abundance of negative feedback 
regulator such as A20 (Werner et al., 2008). An alternate explanation is the loss of tonic 
TNF diminishes the strength of negative feedback by IκBα (Fig. 3.19C). Understanding the 
mechanism by which constitutive, tonic TNF confers stimulus specificity will be of great 
interest, as many patients are on anti-TNF therapy and a subset of those patients develop 
paradoxical inflammation, which appears to have an autoimmune etiology (Cleynen and 
Vermeire, 2012). These anti-TNF therapies carry black box warnings for infectious diseases 
by Legionella, Listeria, and Mycobacteria, all of which are intracellular bacteria that infect 
macrophages (Vladimer et al., 2013). Interestingly, results from feedforward TNF blockade 
with sTNFR2 showed the abrogation of dose specificity of NFκB signaling in response to 
CpG, a bacterial PAMP that signals from the endosome (Fig. 3.10C,D). The abrogation of 
oscillatory NFκB dynamics in the context of feedforward TNF blockade again highlights a 
role for NFκB oscillations in stimulus specificity of NFκB activity.  
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Figure 3.13. Effect of macrophage polarization on TNF-induced NFκB signaling. 
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 10 ng/mL TNF. Heatmaps 
ordered by power in the oscillation frequencies of NFκB activity. Bottom: median nuclear NFκB and sample 
trajectories. (B) Top 8 features of TNF-responsive NFκB dynamics that distinguish the polarization states:  
power in the oscillation frequencies of NFκB activity, average moving median absolute deviation, frequency 
of NFκB oscillations, average moving standard deviation, mean moving variance, number of peaks, 
minimum speed, early slew rate. (C) Top: Precision of polarization of classification. Bottom: Sensitivity of 
polarization classification. (D) Performance metrics of polarization classification: Area under the receiver 
operating characteristic curve, precision, recall (sensitivity), threat score, informedness, markedness, and 
mean margin. (E) Sample decision tree for classifying polarization state from TNF-responsive NFκB 
signaling dynamics.  
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Figure 3.14. Effect of macrophage polarization on P3C4-induced NFκB signaling. 
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 100 ng/mL P3C4. Heatmaps 
ordered by ratio of tallest peak to average activity. (B) Top 8 features of P3C4-responsive NFκB dynamics 
that distinguish the polarization states: ratio of tallest peak to average activity, average moving standard 
deviation, number of peaks, power in the frequency band of NFκB oscillations, average moving median 
absolute deviation, coefficient of variation of peak heights, minimum speed, minimum speed and maximum 
activity. (C) Top: Precision of polarization of classification. Bottom: Sensitivity of polarization classification. 
(D) Performance metrics of polarization classification: Area under the receiver operating characteristic 
curve, precision, recall (sensitivity), threat score, informedness, markedness, and mean margin. (E) Sample 
decision tree for classifying polarization state from P3C4-responsive NFκB signaling dynamics.  
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Figure 3.15. Effect of macrophage polarization on CpG-induced NFκB signaling. 
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 100 nM CpG. Heatmaps 
ordered by ratio of tallest peak to average activity. (B) Top 8 features of CpG-responsive NFκB dynamics 
that distinguish the polarization states: ratio of tallest peak to average activity, power in the frequency band 
of NFκB oscillations, average speed, signal duration, late activity, total activity, total duration, and early 
speed.(C) Top: Precision of polarization of classification. Bottom: Sensitivity of polarization classification. (D) 
Performance metrics of polarization classification: Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, 
precision, recall (sensitivity), threat score, informedness, markedness, and mean margin. (E) Sample 
decision tree for classifying polarization state from CpG-responsive NFκB signaling dynamics. 
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Figure 3.16. Effect of macrophage polarization on LPS-induced NFκB signaling. 
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 100 ng/mL CpG. Heatmaps 
ordered by time to half-maximum activity. Bottom: median nuclear NFκB and sample trajectories. (B) Top 8 
features of LPS-responsive NFκB dynamics that distinguish the polarization states:  time to half-maximum 
activity, maximum 1st peak speed, 1st peak height, maximum translocation speed, early speed, ratio of 2nd 
peak to the 1st peak, maximum peak height, average moving standard deviation. (C) Top: Precision of 
polarization of classification. Bottom: Sensitivity of polarization classification. (D) Performance metrics of 
polarization classification: Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, precision, recall 
(sensitivity), threat score, informedness, markedness, and mean margin. (E) Sample decision tree for 
classifying polarization state from LPS-responsive NFκB signaling dynamics. 
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Figure 3.17. Effect of macrophage polarization on p(I:C)-induced NFκB signaling.  
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB nuclear translocation in response to 100 μg/mL poly(I:C). Heatmaps 
ordered by average moving median absolute deviation. Bottom: median nuclear NFκB and sample 
trajectories. (B) Top 8 features of p(I:C)-responsive NFκB dynamics that distinguish the polarization states:  
average moving median absolute deviation, average moving standard deviation, average moving variance, 
maximum speed, minimum speed, difference between maximum and minimum values,  average activity, and 
maximum peak height. (C) Top: Precision of polarization of classification. Bottom: Sensitivity of polarization 
classification. (D) Performance metrics of polarization classification: Area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve, precision, recall (sensitivity), threat score, informedness, markedness, & mean margin. 
(E) Sample decision tree for classifying polarization state from p(I:C)-responsive NFκB signaling dynamics. 
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Figure 3.18. Ligand-specific NFκB dynamics in the absence of tonic TNF. 
(A) Top: Single-cell trajectories of NFκB dynamics in response 10 ng/mL TNF, 10 ng/mL P3C4, 100 nM CpG, 
100 ng/mL LPS, and 100 μg/mL p(I:C). Heatmaps ordered by average activity. Bottom: median nuclear 
NFκB and sample trajectories.(B) Top 8 features that distinguish ligands: average, maximum 1st peak 
speed, 1st peak height, average moving median absolute deviation, maximum peak height, difference of 
maximum and minimum amplitudes, 2nd peak height, and average moving standard deviation. 
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Tables 
Table 3.1. Top features for classifying ligand source in M0 macrophages 
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_pk1_speed 1 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_integral 1 
3 none, host bacterium, virus rms 1 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_pk1_speed 1 
5 none, bacterium host, virus num_peaks 1 
6 none, virus host, bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 1 
7 none host, bacterium, virus peak2peak 1 
1 none, host, bacterium virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
2 none, host, virus bacterium rms 2 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2peak 2 
 
Figure 3.19. IKK activation kinetics may regulate loss of NFκB oscillations in the absence of tonic TNF.  
(A)Phospho-IKK immunoblot show faster activation kinetics in  tnf-/- BMDMs compared to wt controls. (B) 
Top left:  Steady state values of nuclear NFκB and primary oscillation frequency are shown as a function of 
active IKK level. Bottom left:  Simulated trajectories of IKK activation and nuclear NFκB at each of 4 
regimes in the steady state diagram. Modeling and simulations by Brooks Taylor. (C) Candidate 
mechanisms for the loss of NFκB oscillations in the absence of tonic TNF: (C.A) Increase in TNF receptor 
abundance (C.B) Disinhibition of IKK due to the reduction of enzymatic negative feedback by A20. (C.C) 
Decrease in IκBα inducibility.  
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4 none, bacterium, virus host time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_prom 2 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pk1_speed 2 
7 none host, bacterium, virus rms 2 
1 none, host, bacterium virus early_speed 3 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pk1_speed 3 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_amplitude 3 
4 none, bacterium, virus host early_slewrate 3 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscpower 3 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_speed 3 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_amplitude 3 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_movstd 4 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_amp 4 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_integral 4 
4 none, bacterium, virus host oscpower 4 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movmad 4 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_amp 4 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_movmad 4 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_movmad 5 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscpower 5 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_speed 5 
4 none, bacterium, virus host linear_changept 5 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movstd 5 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_derivative 5 
7 none host, bacterium, virus early_speed 5 
1 none, host, bacterium virus min_derivative 6 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_speed 6 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_amp 6 
4 none, bacterium, virus host num_peaks 6 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscfreq 6 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movmad 6 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_peak_amp 6 
1 none, host, bacterium virus oscpower 7 
2 none, host, virus bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 7 
3 none, host bacterium, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 7 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk2_prom 7 
5 none, bacterium host, virus min_derivative 7 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movstd 7 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_movvar 7 
1 none, host, bacterium virus num_peaks 8 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2peak 8 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movmad 8 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host min_derivative 8 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_amplitude 8 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_integral 8 
7 none host, bacterium, virus median_peak_amp 8 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_derivative 9 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pentropy 9 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak_amp 9 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk1_time 9 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movvar 9 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movvar 9 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_movstd 9 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_integral 10 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_derivative 10 
3 none, host bacterium, virus off_times 10 
4 none, bacterium, virus host early_activity 10 
5 none, bacterium host, virus rms 10 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pentropy 10 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_trough2peak 10 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk1_time 11 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_amplitude 11 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movvar 11 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_movstd 11 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_derivative 11 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_prom 11 
7 none host, bacterium, virus off_times 11 
1 none, host, bacterium virus early_activity 12 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak_amp 12 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_amp 12 
4 none, bacterium, virus host early_speed 12 
5 none, bacterium host, virus off_times 12 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_amplitude 12 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_derivative 12 
1 none, host, bacterium virus early_slewrate 13 
2 none, host, virus bacterium linear_changept 13 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak_amp 13 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk1_prom 13 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_amp 13 
6 none, virus host, bacterium rms 13 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk1_amp 13 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_pentropy 14 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak_amp 14 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pk1_speed 14 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host early_risetime 14 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_integral 14 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_slewrate 14 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk2_amp 14 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_movvar 15 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2rms 15 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_derivative 15 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_integral 15 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2peak 15 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_activity 15 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_pk1_speed 15 
1 none, host, bacterium virus early_risetime 16 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscfreq 16 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movstd 16 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk1_amp 16 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peakfreq 16 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2peak 16 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_integral 16 
1 none, host, bacterium virus oscfreq 17 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_trough2peak 17 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_speed 17 
4 none, bacterium, virus host median_derivative 17 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_speed 17 
6 none, virus host, bacterium linear_changept 17 
7 none host, bacterium, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk1_amp 18 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_amp 18 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_trough2peak 18 
4 none, bacterium, virus host min_ipt 18 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_trough2peak 18 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peakfreq 18 
7 none host, bacterium, virus peakfreq 18 
1 none, host, bacterium virus late_speed 19 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_derivative 19 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peakfreq 19 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_movmad 19 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2rms 19 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_slewrate 19 
7 none host, bacterium, virus min_derivative 19 
1 none, host, bacterium virus rms 20 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_prom 20 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_trough2peak 20 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host oscfreq 20 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_amp 20 
6 none, virus host, bacterium off_times 20 
7 none host, bacterium, virus late_speed 20 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk2_prom 21 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movvar 21 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_trough2peak 21 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_movvar 21 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_prom 21 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_amp 21 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk1_prom 21 
1 none, host, bacterium virus late_slewrate 22 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_trough2peak 22 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_derivative 22 
4 none, bacterium, virus host rms 22 
5 none, bacterium host, virus linear_changept 22 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscpower 22 
7 none host, bacterium, virus fold_change 22 
1 none, host, bacterium virus peak2rms 23 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_activity 23 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_derivative 23 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_derivative 23 
5 none, bacterium host, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 23 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_derivative 23 
7 none host, bacterium, virus cv_peak2trough 23 
1 none, host, bacterium virus peak2peak 24 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movmad 24 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak_amp 24 
4 none, bacterium, virus host late_speed 24 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pk1_speed 24 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_trough2peak 24 
7 none host, bacterium, virus std_peak2trough 24 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk1_prom 25 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movstd 25 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak_amp 25 
4 none, bacterium, virus host peakfreq 25 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pentropy 25 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_trough2peak 25 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_peak2trough 25 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk2_ratio 26 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_slewrate 26 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_prom 26 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host max_derivative 26 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_trough2peak 26 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_time 26 
7 none host, bacterium, virus peak2rms 26 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_derivative 27 
2 none, host, virus bacterium off_times 27 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_trough2peak 27 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_amplitude 27 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak2trough 27 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_speed 27 
7 none host, bacterium, virus std_changept 27 
1 none, host, bacterium virus median_peak_amp 28 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_derivative 28 
3 none, host bacterium, virus num_peaks 28 
4 none, bacterium, virus host peak2peak 28 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak2trough 28 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_derivative 28 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk2_width 28 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_amplitude 29 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_activity 29 
3 none, host bacterium, virus linear_changept 29 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk2_width 29 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_activity 29 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_trough2peak 29 
7 none host, bacterium, virus oscbandwidth 29 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk2_amp 30 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peakfreq 30 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_prom 30 
4 none, bacterium, virus host peak2rms 30 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_peak2trough 30 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak_amp 30 
7 none host, bacterium, virus num_peaks 30 
1 none, host, bacterium virus last_falltime 31 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_speed 31 
3 none, host bacterium, virus fold_change 31 
4 none, bacterium, virus host fold_change 31 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak2trough 31 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak_amp 31 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_pentropy 31 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk2_width 32 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_trough2peak 32 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2rms 32 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host medfreq 32 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak_amp 32 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak_amp 32 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_derivative 32 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk1_width 33 
2 none, host, virus bacterium last_falltime 33 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_activity 33 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk1_width 33 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_trough2peak 33 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak_amp 33 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk2_prom 33 
1 none, host, bacterium virus pk2_time 34 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscbandwidth 34 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_slewrate 34 
4 none, bacterium, virus host meanfreq 34 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_trough2peak 34 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_trough2peak 34 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk1_width 34 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_changept 35 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_prom 35 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscpower 35 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk2_ratio 35 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak_amp 35 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_ratio 35 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_peak2trough 35 
1 none, host, bacterium virus median_derivative 36 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_time 36 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_risetime 36 
4 none, bacterium, virus host last_falltime 36 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak_amp 36 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_risetime 36 
7 none host, bacterium, virus late_slewrate 36 
1 none, host, bacterium virus cv_trough2peak 37 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_risetime 37 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscfreq 37 
4 none, bacterium, virus host pk2_amp 37 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_speed 37 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_width 37 
7 none host, bacterium, virus early_risetime 37 
1 none, host, bacterium virus late_activity 38 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_width 38 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscbandwidth 38 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host pk2_time 38 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak2trough 38 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2rms 38 
7 none host, bacterium, virus oscfreq 38 
1 none, host, bacterium virus std_trough2peak 39 
2 none, host, virus bacterium num_peaks 39 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pentropy 39 
4 none, bacterium, virus host oscbandwidth 39 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_time 39 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscbandwidth 39 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_changept 39 
1 none, host, bacterium virus linear_changept 40 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_ipt 40 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_ipt 40 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_trough2peak 40 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak_amp 40 
6 none, virus host, bacterium num_peaks 40 
7 none host, bacterium, virus median_peak2trough 40 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_peak2trough 41 
2 none, host, virus bacterium fold_change 41 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_time 41 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_ipt 41 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_ratio 41 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_width 41 
7 none host, bacterium, virus std_peak_amp 41 
1 none, host, bacterium virus meanfreq 42 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_ipt 42 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_activity 42 
4 none, bacterium, virus host cv_ipt 42 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_slewrate 42 
6 none, virus host, bacterium last_falltime 42 
7 none host, bacterium, virus cv_trough2peak 42 
1 none, host, bacterium virus oscbandwidth 43 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_slewrate 43 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak2trough 43 
4 none, bacterium, virus host late_activity 43 
5 none, bacterium host, virus fold_change 43 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_derivative 43 
7 none host, bacterium, virus oscpower 43 
1 none, host, bacterium virus fold_change 44 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_time 44 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_width 44 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host median_ipt 44 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_activity 44 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscfreq 44 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk2_ratio 44 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_peak2trough 45 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_width 45 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_width 45 
4 none, bacterium, virus host std_peak_amp 45 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_ipt 45 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_peak2trough 45 
7 none host, bacterium, virus last_falltime 45 
1 none, host, bacterium virus median_peak2trough 46 
2 none, host, virus bacterium powerbw 46 
3 none, host bacterium, virus medfreq 46 
4 none, bacterium, virus host late_slewrate 46 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscbandwidth 46 
6 none, virus host, bacterium fold_change 46 
7 none host, bacterium, virus std_trough2peak 46 
1 none, host, bacterium virus cv_peak_amp 47 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_ratio 47 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_time 47 
4 none, bacterium, virus host median_trough2peak 47 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_ipt 47 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_activity 47 
7 none host, bacterium, virus cv_peak_amp 47 
1 none, host, bacterium virus std_peak2trough 48 
2 none, host, virus bacterium medfreq 48 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_ipt 48 
4 none, bacterium, virus host std_trough2peak 48 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_derivative 48 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak2trough 48 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk1_time 48 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_trough2peak 49 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_falltime 49 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_derivative 49 
4 none, bacterium, virus host std_peak2trough 49 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_risetime 49 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak2trough 49 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_trough2peak 49 
1 none, host, bacterium virus max_ipt 50 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_derivative 50 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_ipt 50 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host max_trough2peak 50 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_changept 50 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_time 50 
7 none host, bacterium, virus pk2_time 50 
1 none, host, bacterium virus medfreq 51 
2 none, host, virus bacterium meanfreq 51 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_ratio 51 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_pentropy 51 
5 none, bacterium host, virus powerbw 51 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_prom 51 
7 none host, bacterium, virus linear_changept 51 
1 none, host, bacterium virus std_changept 52 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_peak2trough 52 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak2trough 52 
4 none, bacterium, virus host cv_trough2peak 52 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_width 52 
6 none, virus host, bacterium meanfreq 52 
7 none host, bacterium, virus early_activity 52 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_ipt 53 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_changept 53 
3 none, host bacterium, virus meanfreq 53 
4 none, bacterium, virus host off_times 53 
5 none, bacterium host, virus last_falltime 53 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_changept 53 
7 none host, bacterium, virus median_trough2peak 53 
1 none, host, bacterium virus powerbw 54 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_trough2peak 54 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_trough2peak 54 
4 none, bacterium, virus host late_falltime 54 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_slewrate 54 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak2trough 54 
7 none host, bacterium, virus early_slewrate 54 
1 none, host, bacterium virus peakfreq 55 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak2trough 55 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_slewrate 55 
4 none, bacterium, virus host cv_peak2trough 55 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_width 55 
6 none, virus host, bacterium medfreq 55 
7 none host, bacterium, virus median_derivative 55 
1 none, host, bacterium virus late_falltime 56 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak2trough 56 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_falltime 56 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host median_peak2trough 56 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_derivative 56 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_changept 56 
7 none host, bacterium, virus late_activity 56 
1 none, host, bacterium virus std_ipt 57 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_ipt 57 
3 none, host bacterium, virus last_falltime 57 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_peak2trough 57 
5 none, bacterium host, virus min_ipt 57 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak2trough 57 
7 none host, bacterium, virus powerbw 57 
1 none, host, bacterium virus cv_peak2trough 58 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_ipt 58 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak2trough 58 
4 none, bacterium, virus host std_ipt 58 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_ipt 58 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_ipt 58 
7 none host, bacterium, virus late_falltime 58 
1 none, host, bacterium virus off_times 59 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_ipt 59 
3 none, host bacterium, virus powerbw 59 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_changept 59 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_falltime 59 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_falltime 59 
7 none host, bacterium, virus meanfreq 59 
1 none, host, bacterium virus min_ipt 60 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak2trough 60 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak2trough 60 
4 none, bacterium, virus host max_ipt 60 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_ipt 60 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_ipt 60 
7 none host, bacterium, virus medfreq 60 
1 none, host, bacterium virus median_ipt 61 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_changept 61 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_peak2trough 61 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_peak_amp 61 
5 none, bacterium host, virus meanfreq 61 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_trough2peak 61 
7 none host, bacterium, virus cv_ipt 61 
1 none, host, bacterium virus cv_ipt 62 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_ipt 62 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_changept 62 
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4 none, bacterium, virus host std_changept 62 
5 none, bacterium host, virus medfreq 62 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_ipt 62 
7 none host, bacterium, virus max_ipt 62 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_peak_amp 63 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak2trough 63 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_ipt 63 
4 none, bacterium, virus host powerbw 63 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_changept 63 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_ipt 63 
7 none host, bacterium, virus min_ipt 63 
1 none, host, bacterium virus median_trough2peak 64 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak_amp 64 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_changept 64 
4 none, bacterium, virus host median_peak_amp 64 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_trough2peak 64 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_ipt 64 
7 none host, bacterium, virus std_ipt 64 
1 none, host, bacterium virus std_peak_amp 65 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_trough2peak 65 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_ipt 65 
4 none, bacterium, virus host cv_peak_amp 65 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_time 65 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_ipt 65 
7 none host, bacterium, virus mean_ipt 65 
1 none, host, bacterium virus mean_trough2peak 66 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak_amp 66 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_ipt 66 
4 none, bacterium, virus host mean_peak2trough 66 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_ipt 66 
6 none, virus host, bacterium powerbw 66 
7 none host, bacterium, virus median_ipt 66 
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Table 3.2. Top features for classifying ligand types in M0 macrophages. 
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 none, cytokine PAMP rms 1 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_pk1_speed 1 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peak2peak 1 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peak2peak 2 
2 none, PAMP cytokine time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
3 none cytokine, PAMP rms 2 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_amplitude 3 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_slewrate 3 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_amplitude 3 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_integral 4 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscpower 4 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movmad 4 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_speed 5 
2 none, PAMP cytokine linear_changept 5 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_speed 5 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_amp 6 
2 none, PAMP cytokine num_peaks 6 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_peak_amp 6 
1 none, cytokine PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 7 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_prom 7 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movvar 7 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movmad 8 
2 none, PAMP cytokine min_derivative 8 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_peak_amp 8 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_peak_amp 9 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_time 9 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movstd 9 
1 none, cytokine PAMP off_times 10 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_activity 10 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_trough2peak 10 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movvar 11 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movstd 11 
3 none cytokine, PAMP off_times 11 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_amp 12 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_speed 12 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_derivative 12 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_peak_amp 13 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_prom 13 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_amp 13 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP max_pk1_speed 14 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_risetime 14 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_amp 14 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_derivative 15 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_integral 15 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_pk1_speed 15 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movstd 16 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_amp 16 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_integral 16 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_speed 17 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_derivative 17 
3 none cytokine, PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_trough2peak 18 
2 none, PAMP cytokine min_ipt 18 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peakfreq 18 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peakfreq 19 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movmad 19 
3 none cytokine, PAMP min_derivative 19 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_trough2peak 20 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscfreq 20 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_speed 20 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_trough2peak 21 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movvar 21 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_prom 21 
1 none, cytokine PAMP min_derivative 22 
2 none, PAMP cytokine rms 22 
3 none cytokine, PAMP fold_change 22 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_derivative 23 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_derivative 23 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_peak2trough 23 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_peak_amp 24 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_speed 24 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_peak2trough 24 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_peak_amp 25 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peakfreq 25 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_peak2trough 25 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_prom 26 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_derivative 26 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peak2rms 26 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_trough2peak 27 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_amplitude 27 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_changept 27 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP num_peaks 28 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peak2peak 28 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_width 28 
1 none, cytokine PAMP linear_changept 29 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_width 29 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscbandwidth 29 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_prom 30 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peak2rms 30 
3 none cytokine, PAMP num_peaks 30 
1 none, cytokine PAMP fold_change 31 
2 none, PAMP cytokine fold_change 31 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_pentropy 31 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peak2rms 32 
2 none, PAMP cytokine medfreq 32 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_derivative 32 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_activity 33 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_width 33 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_prom 33 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_slewrate 34 
2 none, PAMP cytokine meanfreq 34 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_width 34 
1 none, cytokine PAMP oscpower 35 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_ratio 35 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_risetime 35 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_risetime 36 
2 none, PAMP cytokine last_falltime 36 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_peak2trough 36 
1 none, cytokine PAMP oscfreq 37 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_amp 37 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_slewrate 37 
1 none, cytokine PAMP oscbandwidth 38 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_time 38 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscfreq 38 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_pentropy 39 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscbandwidth 39 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_changept 39 
1 none, cytokine PAMP min_ipt 40 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_trough2peak 40 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_peak2trough 40 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_time 41 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_ipt 41 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_trough2peak 41 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP late_activity 42 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_ipt 42 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_peak_amp 42 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_peak2trough 43 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_activity 43 
3 none cytokine, PAMP last_falltime 43 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_width 44 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_ipt 44 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscpower 44 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_width 45 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_peak_amp 45 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_ratio 45 
1 none, cytokine PAMP medfreq 46 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_slewrate 46 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_peak_amp 46 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_time 47 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_trough2peak 47 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_trough2peak 47 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_ipt 48 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_trough2peak 48 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_trough2peak 48 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_derivative 49 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_peak2trough 49 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_time 49 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_ipt 50 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_trough2peak 50 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_slewrate 50 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_ratio 51 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_pentropy 51 
3 none cytokine, PAMP linear_changept 51 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_peak2trough 52 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_trough2peak 52 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_time 52 
1 none, cytokine PAMP meanfreq 53 
2 none, PAMP cytokine off_times 53 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_trough2peak 53 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_trough2peak 54 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_falltime 54 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_derivative 54 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_slewrate 55 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_peak2trough 55 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_activity 55 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP late_falltime 56 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_peak2trough 56 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_activity 56 
1 none, cytokine PAMP last_falltime 57 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_peak2trough 57 
3 none cytokine, PAMP powerbw 57 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_peak2trough 58 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_ipt 58 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_falltime 58 
1 none, cytokine PAMP powerbw 59 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_changept 59 
3 none cytokine, PAMP medfreq 59 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_peak2trough 60 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_ipt 60 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_ipt 60 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_peak2trough 61 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_peak_amp 61 
3 none cytokine, PAMP meanfreq 61 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_changept 62 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_changept 62 
3 none cytokine, PAMP min_ipt 62 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_ipt 63 
2 none, PAMP cytokine powerbw 63 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_ipt 63 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_changept 64 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_peak_amp 64 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_ipt 64 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_ipt 65 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_peak_amp 65 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_ipt 65 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_ipt 66 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_peak2trough 66 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_ipt 66 
 
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movmad 1 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pentropy 1 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscpower 1 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host num_peaks 1 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscpower 1 
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6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pk1_speed 1 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
rms 1 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movstd 2 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscpower 2 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak_amp 2 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movmad 2 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movmad 2 
6 none, virus host, bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_amplitude 2 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movvar 3 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscfreq 3 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak_amp 3 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscpower 3 
5 none, bacterium host, virus num_peaks 3 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_speed 3 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_speed 3 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_amplitude 4 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2rms 4 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscfreq 4 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movstd 4 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscfreq 4 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_amp 4 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak_amp 4 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 5 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pk1_speed 5 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2rms 5 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscfreq 5 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movstd 5 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_integral 5 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak_amp 5 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_pk1_speed 6 
2 none, host, virus bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 6 
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3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pentropy 6 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movvar 6 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pentropy 6 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_derivative 6 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2peak 6 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus min_derivative 7 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_integral 7 
3 none, host bacterium, virus rms 7 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host min_derivative 7 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2rms 7 
6 none, virus host, bacterium rms 7 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_trough2peak 7 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peak2peak 8 
2 none, host, virus bacterium num_peaks 8 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_integral 8 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_prom 8 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_prom 8 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak_amp 8 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movvar 8 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_speed 9 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_speed 9 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_amplitude 9 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_pk1_speed 9 
5 none, bacterium host, virus min_derivative 9 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak_amp 9 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_derivative 9 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_speed 10 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movmad 10 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movmad 10 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peak2rms 10 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak_amp 10 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_amplitude 10 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_amp 10 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_time 11 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movstd 11 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_derivative 11 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host time2HalfMaxIntegral 11 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movvar 11 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movvar 11 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_integral 11 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak_amp 12 
2 none, host, virus bacterium rms 12 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2peak 12 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_pentropy 12 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak2trough 12 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2peak 12 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pk1_speed 12 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus num_peaks 13 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_prom 13 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movstd 13 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_speed 13 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_activity 13 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movstd 13 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
time2HalfMaxIntegral 13 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_amp 14 
2 none, host, virus bacterium linear_changept 14 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_amp 14 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_derivative 14 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak2trough 14 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_trough2peak 14 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_amp 14 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus rms 15 
2 none, host, virus bacterium last_falltime 15 
3 none, host bacterium, virus num_peaks 15 
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4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host rms 15 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak_amp 15 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movmad 15 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movmad 15 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak_amp 16 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_slewrate 16 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pk1_speed 16 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_amplitude 16 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_integral 16 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_amp 16 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
off_times 16 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_pentropy 17 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_derivative 17 
3 none, host bacterium, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_derivative 17 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_trough2peak 17 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_ratio 17 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movstd 17 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_derivative 18 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_activity 18 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_amp 18 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_amp 18 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peakfreq 18 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscpower 18 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peakfreq 18 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscpower 19 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_derivative 19 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movvar 19 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_activity 19 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_trough2peak 19 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_prom 19 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_speed 19 
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1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_trough2peak 20 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak2trough 20 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_slewrate 20 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_prom 20 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_speed 20 
6 none, virus host, bacterium off_times 20 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
min_derivative 20 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_prom 21 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak2trough 21 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_derivative 21 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_slewrate 21 
5 none, bacterium host, virus rms 21 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_width 21 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscpower 21 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_integral 22 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_derivative 22 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_speed 22 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_integral 22 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_ipt 22 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peakfreq 22 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_prom 22 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_activity 23 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak_amp 23 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_prom 23 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peak2peak 23 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_slewrate 23 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_speed 23 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak2trough 23 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_peak2trough 24 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak_amp 24 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_derivative 24 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_time 24 
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5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_ipt 24 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak_amp 24 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_peak2trough 24 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_width 25 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_amp 25 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peakfreq 25 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_ipt 25 
5 none, bacterium host, virus last_falltime 25 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak_amp 25 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak2trough 25 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_amp 26 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_trough2peak 26 
3 none, host bacterium, virus off_times 26 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_peak2trough 26 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_derivative 26 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_derivative 26 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscbandwidth 26 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus fold_change 27 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_activity 27 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_trough2peak 27 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_peak2trough 27 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_time 27 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_width 27 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak2trough 27 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_ratio 28 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak_amp 28 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_activity 28 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host min_ipt 28 
5 none, bacterium host, virus medfreq 28 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_trough2peak 28 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak2trough 28 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_risetime 29 
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2 none, host, virus bacterium peakfreq 29 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_trough2peak 29 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_ipt 29 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_ratio 29 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_activity 29 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
num_peaks 29 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_derivative 30 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_trough2peak 30 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak_amp 30 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_trough2peak 30 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2peak 30 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2rms 30 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_prom 30 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_slewrate 31 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2peak 31 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak_amp 31 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_trough2peak 31 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_amplitude 31 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pentropy 31 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_trough2peak 31 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_trough2peak 32 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movvar 32 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_derivative 32 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_trough2peak 32 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_derivative 32 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_derivative 32 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2rms 32 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus off_times 33 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak_amp 33 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_trough2peak 33 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_trough2peak 33 
5 none, bacterium host, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 33 
6 none, virus host, bacterium medfreq 33 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak_amp 33 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus linear_changept 34 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_ipt 34 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_slewrate 34 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_amp 34 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pk1_speed 34 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_trough2peak 34 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
fold_change 34 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscbandwidth 35 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_width 35 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_trough2peak 35 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_width 35 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_width 35 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscbandwidth 35 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak_amp 35 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peak2rms 36 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_time 36 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_prom 36 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_peak_amp 36 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_peak2trough 36 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_prom 36 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pentropy 36 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_trough2peak 37 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_amplitude 37 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_speed 37 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_peak_amp 37 
5 none, bacterium host, virus meanfreq 37 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_trough2peak 37 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_trough2peak 37 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak_amp 38 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_trough2peak 38 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscbandwidth 38 
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4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_peak_amp 38 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_amp 38 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_time 38 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
medfreq 38 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peakfreq 39 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_amp 39 
3 none, host bacterium, virus fold_change 39 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_peak2trough 39 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_derivative 39 
6 none, virus host, bacterium meanfreq 39 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_width 39 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus last_falltime 40 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_slewrate 40 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_width 40 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_speed 40 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscbandwidth 40 
6 none, virus host, bacterium num_peaks 40 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_slewrate 40 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_slewrate 41 
2 none, host, virus bacterium medfreq 41 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_trough2peak 41 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_peak_amp 41 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak2trough 41 
6 none, virus host, bacterium fold_change 41 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_derivative 41 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_width 42 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_speed 42 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_time 42 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host fold_change 42 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak_amp 42 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_changept 42 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
meanfreq 42 
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1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_prom 43 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_trough2peak 43 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_risetime 43 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peakfreq 43 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak2trough 43 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_activity 43 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_ratio 43 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_changept 44 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscbandwidth 44 
3 none, host bacterium, virus linear_changept 44 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_ipt 44 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_amp 44 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_ipt 44 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_time 44 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_derivative 45 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_ratio 45 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_time 45 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_ipt 45 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak_amp 45 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak2trough 45 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_activity 45 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak_amp 46 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_time 46 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak2trough 46 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host medfreq 46 
5 none, bacterium host, virus powerbw 46 
6 none, virus host, bacterium last_falltime 46 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_changept 46 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_time 47 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_prom 47 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_activity 47 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host off_times 47 
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5 none, bacterium host, virus early_speed 47 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_slewrate 47 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_falltime 47 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscfreq 48 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_trough2peak 48 
3 none, host bacterium, virus medfreq 48 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_risetime 48 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_activity 48 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_falltime 48 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscfreq 48 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_activity 49 
2 none, host, virus bacterium powerbw 49 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak2trough 49 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_trough2peak 49 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_slewrate 49 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_trough2peak 49 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_trough2peak 49 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_trough2peak 50 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_falltime 50 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_peak2trough 50 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host meanfreq 50 
5 none, bacterium host, virus linear_changept 50 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_slewrate 50 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_changept 50 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak2trough 51 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_risetime 51 
3 none, host bacterium, virus powerbw 51 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_peak2trough 51 
5 none, bacterium host, virus fold_change 51 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_derivative 51 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_trough2peak 51 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus meanfreq 52 
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2 none, host, virus bacterium fold_change 52 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_width 52 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_peak2trough 52 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_width 52 
6 none, virus host, bacterium powerbw 52 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_width 52 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_falltime 53 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak2trough 53 
3 none, host bacterium, virus meanfreq 53 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_time 53 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_risetime 53 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_ipt 53 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_time 53 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_trough2peak 54 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_width 54 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak2trough 54 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_width 54 
5 none, bacterium host, virus min_ipt 54 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_peak2trough 54 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
linear_changept 54 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus medfreq 55 
2 none, host, virus bacterium meanfreq 55 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_ratio 55 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_slewrate 55 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_prom 55 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_ipt 55 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
last_falltime 55 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_changept 56 
2 none, host, virus bacterium off_times 56 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak2trough 56 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_activity 56 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_trough2peak 56 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_ipt 56 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_risetime 56 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak2trough 57 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak2trough 57 
3 none, host bacterium, virus last_falltime 57 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_derivative 57 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_ipt 57 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_risetime 57 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_derivative 57 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_ipt 58 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_peak2trough 58 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_falltime 58 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host powerbw 58 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_ipt 58 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_time 58 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_activity 58 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_ipt 59 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_changept 59 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_ipt 59 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_ratio 59 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_time 59 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak2trough 59 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_slewrate 59 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak2trough 60 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_ipt 60 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_ipt 60 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_falltime 60 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_ipt 60 
6 none, virus host, bacterium linear_changept 60 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
min_ipt 60 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak2trough 61 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_derivative 61 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_ipt 61 
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4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscbandwidth 61 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_falltime 61 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_ipt 61 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_ipt 61 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_ipt 62 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_ipt 62 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_ipt 62 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host linear_changept 62 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_changept 62 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscfreq 62 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_ipt 62 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_ipt 63 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_ipt 63 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_ipt 63 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_ipt 63 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_changept 63 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak2trough 63 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_ipt 63 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus powerbw 64 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_ipt 64 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_ipt 64 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_changept 64 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_trough2peak 64 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_ipt 64 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_ipt 64 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_ipt 65 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_ipt 65 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_changept 65 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host last_falltime 65 
     
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_trough2peak 65 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_changept 65 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
powerbw 65 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus min_ipt 66 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_changept 66 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_changept 66 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_changept 66 
5 none, bacterium host, virus off_times 66 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak2trough 66 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_ipt 66 
 
Table 3.3. Top features for classifying ligand sources in M1 macrophages.  
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movmad 1 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pentropy 1 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscpower 1 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host num_peaks 1 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscpower 1 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pk1_speed 1 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
rms 1 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movstd 2 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscpower 2 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak_amp 2 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movmad 2 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movmad 2 
6 none, virus host, bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_amplitude 2 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movvar 3 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscfreq 3 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak_amp 3 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscpower 3 
5 none, bacterium host, virus num_peaks 3 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_speed 3 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_speed 3 
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1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_amplitude 4 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2rms 4 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscfreq 4 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movstd 4 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscfreq 4 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_amp 4 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak_amp 4 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 5 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_pk1_speed 5 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2rms 5 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscfreq 5 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movstd 5 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_integral 5 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak_amp 5 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_pk1_speed 6 
2 none, host, virus bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 6 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pentropy 6 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_movvar 6 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pentropy 6 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_derivative 6 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2peak 6 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus min_derivative 7 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_integral 7 
3 none, host bacterium, virus rms 7 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host min_derivative 7 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2rms 7 
6 none, virus host, bacterium rms 7 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_trough2peak 7 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peak2peak 8 
2 none, host, virus bacterium num_peaks 8 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_integral 8 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_prom 8 
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5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_prom 8 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak_amp 8 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movvar 8 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_speed 9 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_speed 9 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_amplitude 9 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_pk1_speed 9 
5 none, bacterium host, virus min_derivative 9 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak_amp 9 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_derivative 9 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_speed 10 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movmad 10 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movmad 10 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peak2rms 10 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak_amp 10 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_amplitude 10 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_amp 10 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_time 11 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movstd 11 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_derivative 11 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host time2HalfMaxIntegral 11 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_movvar 11 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movvar 11 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_integral 11 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak_amp 12 
2 none, host, virus bacterium rms 12 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peak2peak 12 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_pentropy 12 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak2trough 12 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2peak 12 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pk1_speed 12 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus num_peaks 13 
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2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_prom 13 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movstd 13 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_speed 13 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_activity 13 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movstd 13 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
time2HalfMaxIntegral 13 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_amp 14 
2 none, host, virus bacterium linear_changept 14 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_amp 14 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_derivative 14 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_peak2trough 14 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_trough2peak 14 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_amp 14 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus rms 15 
2 none, host, virus bacterium last_falltime 15 
3 none, host bacterium, virus num_peaks 15 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host rms 15 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_peak_amp 15 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_movmad 15 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movmad 15 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak_amp 16 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_slewrate 16 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_pk1_speed 16 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_amplitude 16 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_integral 16 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_amp 16 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
off_times 16 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_pentropy 17 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_derivative 17 
3 none, host bacterium, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_derivative 17 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_trough2peak 17 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_ratio 17 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movstd 17 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_derivative 18 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_activity 18 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_amp 18 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_amp 18 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peakfreq 18 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscpower 18 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peakfreq 18 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscpower 19 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_derivative 19 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_movvar 19 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_activity 19 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_trough2peak 19 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_prom 19 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_speed 19 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_trough2peak 20 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak2trough 20 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_slewrate 20 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_prom 20 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_speed 20 
6 none, virus host, bacterium off_times 20 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
min_derivative 20 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_prom 21 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak2trough 21 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_derivative 21 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_slewrate 21 
5 none, bacterium host, virus rms 21 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_width 21 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscpower 21 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_integral 22 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_derivative 22 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_speed 22 
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4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_integral 22 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_ipt 22 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peakfreq 22 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_prom 22 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_activity 23 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak_amp 23 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_prom 23 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peak2peak 23 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_slewrate 23 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_speed 23 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak2trough 23 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_peak2trough 24 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak_amp 24 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_derivative 24 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_time 24 
5 none, bacterium host, virus cv_ipt 24 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak_amp 24 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_peak2trough 24 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_width 25 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_amp 25 
3 none, host bacterium, virus peakfreq 25 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_ipt 25 
5 none, bacterium host, virus last_falltime 25 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak_amp 25 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak2trough 25 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_amp 26 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_trough2peak 26 
3 none, host bacterium, virus off_times 26 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_peak2trough 26 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_derivative 26 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_derivative 26 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscbandwidth 26 
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1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus fold_change 27 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_activity 27 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_trough2peak 27 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_peak2trough 27 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_time 27 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_width 27 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak2trough 27 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_ratio 28 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_peak_amp 28 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_activity 28 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host min_ipt 28 
5 none, bacterium host, virus medfreq 28 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_trough2peak 28 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak2trough 28 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_risetime 29 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peakfreq 29 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_trough2peak 29 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_ipt 29 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_ratio 29 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_activity 29 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
num_peaks 29 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_derivative 30 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_trough2peak 30 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak_amp 30 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_trough2peak 30 
5 none, bacterium host, virus peak2peak 30 
6 none, virus host, bacterium peak2rms 30 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_prom 30 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus early_slewrate 31 
2 none, host, virus bacterium peak2peak 31 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak_amp 31 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_trough2peak 31 
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5 none, bacterium host, virus max_amplitude 31 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_pentropy 31 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_trough2peak 31 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_trough2peak 32 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_movvar 32 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_derivative 32 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_trough2peak 32 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_derivative 32 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_derivative 32 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2rms 32 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus off_times 33 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_peak_amp 33 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_trough2peak 33 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_trough2peak 33 
5 none, bacterium host, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 33 
6 none, virus host, bacterium medfreq 33 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak_amp 33 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus linear_changept 34 
2 none, host, virus bacterium cv_ipt 34 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_slewrate 34 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_amp 34 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_pk1_speed 34 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_trough2peak 34 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
fold_change 34 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscbandwidth 35 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_width 35 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_trough2peak 35 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_width 35 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_width 35 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscbandwidth 35 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak_amp 35 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peak2rms 36 
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2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_time 36 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_prom 36 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_peak_amp 36 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_peak2trough 36 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_prom 36 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pentropy 36 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_trough2peak 37 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_amplitude 37 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_speed 37 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_peak_amp 37 
5 none, bacterium host, virus meanfreq 37 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_trough2peak 37 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_trough2peak 37 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak_amp 38 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_trough2peak 38 
3 none, host bacterium, virus oscbandwidth 38 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host cv_peak_amp 38 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_amp 38 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk2_time 38 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
medfreq 38 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus peakfreq 39 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_amp 39 
3 none, host bacterium, virus fold_change 39 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_peak2trough 39 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_derivative 39 
6 none, virus host, bacterium meanfreq 39 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_width 39 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus last_falltime 40 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_slewrate 40 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_width 40 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_speed 40 
5 none, bacterium host, virus oscbandwidth 40 
6 none, virus host, bacterium num_peaks 40 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_slewrate 40 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_slewrate 41 
2 none, host, virus bacterium medfreq 41 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_trough2peak 41 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_peak_amp 41 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak2trough 41 
6 none, virus host, bacterium fold_change 41 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_derivative 41 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_width 42 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_speed 42 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_time 42 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host fold_change 42 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak_amp 42 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_changept 42 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
meanfreq 42 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_prom 43 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_trough2peak 43 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_risetime 43 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host peakfreq 43 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_peak2trough 43 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_activity 43 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_ratio 43 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_changept 44 
2 none, host, virus bacterium oscbandwidth 44 
3 none, host bacterium, virus linear_changept 44 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_ipt 44 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_amp 44 
6 none, virus host, bacterium min_ipt 44 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_time 44 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_derivative 45 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_ratio 45 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_time 45 
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4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host median_ipt 45 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_peak_amp 45 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_peak2trough 45 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_activity 45 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak_amp 46 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk2_time 46 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_peak2trough 46 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host medfreq 46 
5 none, bacterium host, virus powerbw 46 
6 none, virus host, bacterium last_falltime 46 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_changept 46 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_time 47 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_prom 47 
3 none, host bacterium, virus early_activity 47 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host off_times 47 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_speed 47 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_slewrate 47 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
late_falltime 47 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus oscfreq 48 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_trough2peak 48 
3 none, host bacterium, virus medfreq 48 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host early_risetime 48 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_activity 48 
6 none, virus host, bacterium late_falltime 48 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
oscfreq 48 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_activity 49 
2 none, host, virus bacterium powerbw 49 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_peak2trough 49 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_trough2peak 49 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_slewrate 49 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_trough2peak 49 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_trough2peak 49 
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1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_trough2peak 50 
2 none, host, virus bacterium late_falltime 50 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_peak2trough 50 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host meanfreq 50 
5 none, bacterium host, virus linear_changept 50 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_slewrate 50 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_changept 50 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak2trough 51 
2 none, host, virus bacterium early_risetime 51 
3 none, host bacterium, virus powerbw 51 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_peak2trough 51 
5 none, bacterium host, virus fold_change 51 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_derivative 51 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_trough2peak 51 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus meanfreq 52 
2 none, host, virus bacterium fold_change 52 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk1_width 52 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_peak2trough 52 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_width 52 
6 none, virus host, bacterium powerbw 52 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_width 52 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus late_falltime 53 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_peak2trough 53 
3 none, host bacterium, virus meanfreq 53 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_time 53 
5 none, bacterium host, virus early_risetime 53 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_ipt 53 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_time 53 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_trough2peak 54 
2 none, host, virus bacterium pk1_width 54 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_peak2trough 54 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk1_width 54 
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5 none, bacterium host, virus min_ipt 54 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_peak2trough 54 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
linear_changept 54 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus medfreq 55 
2 none, host, virus bacterium meanfreq 55 
3 none, host bacterium, virus pk2_ratio 55 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_slewrate 55 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk1_prom 55 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_ipt 55 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
last_falltime 55 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_changept 56 
2 none, host, virus bacterium off_times 56 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_peak2trough 56 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_activity 56 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_trough2peak 56 
6 none, virus host, bacterium median_ipt 56 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_risetime 56 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak2trough 57 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_peak2trough 57 
3 none, host bacterium, virus last_falltime 57 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_derivative 57 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_ipt 57 
6 none, virus host, bacterium early_risetime 57 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_derivative 57 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_ipt 58 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_peak2trough 58 
3 none, host bacterium, virus late_falltime 58 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host powerbw 58 
5 none, bacterium host, virus median_ipt 58 
6 none, virus host, bacterium pk1_time 58 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_activity 58 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus max_ipt 59 
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2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_changept 59 
3 none, host bacterium, virus max_ipt 59 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host pk2_ratio 59 
5 none, bacterium host, virus pk2_time 59 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_peak2trough 59 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
early_slewrate 59 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak2trough 60 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_ipt 60 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_ipt 60 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host late_falltime 60 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_ipt 60 
6 none, virus host, bacterium linear_changept 60 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
min_ipt 60 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak2trough 61 
2 none, host, virus bacterium median_derivative 61 
3 none, host bacterium, virus median_ipt 61 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host oscbandwidth 61 
5 none, bacterium host, virus late_falltime 61 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_ipt 61 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_ipt 61 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus cv_ipt 62 
2 none, host, virus bacterium mean_ipt 62 
3 none, host bacterium, virus min_ipt 62 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host linear_changept 62 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_changept 62 
6 none, virus host, bacterium oscfreq 62 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
max_ipt 62 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus mean_ipt 63 
2 none, host, virus bacterium max_ipt 63 
3 none, host bacterium, virus cv_ipt 63 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host max_ipt 63 
5 none, bacterium host, virus std_changept 63 
6 none, virus host, bacterium cv_peak2trough 63 
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7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_ipt 63 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus powerbw 64 
2 none, host, virus bacterium min_ipt 64 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_ipt 64 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host mean_changept 64 
5 none, bacterium host, virus max_trough2peak 64 
6 none, virus host, bacterium max_ipt 64 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
median_ipt 64 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus std_ipt 65 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_ipt 65 
3 none, host bacterium, virus std_changept 65 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host last_falltime 65 
5 none, bacterium host, virus mean_trough2peak 65 
6 none, virus host, bacterium mean_changept 65 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
powerbw 65 
1 none, host, 
bacterium 
virus min_ipt 66 
2 none, host, virus bacterium std_changept 66 
3 none, host bacterium, virus mean_changept 66 
4 none, bacterium, 
virus 
host std_changept 66 
5 none, bacterium host, virus off_times 66 
6 none, virus host, bacterium std_peak2trough 66 
7 none host, bacterium, 
virus 
std_ipt 66 
 
Table 3.4. Top features for classifying ligand types in M1 macrophages. 
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 none, cytokine PAMP oscpower 1 
2 none, PAMP cytokine num_peaks 1 
3 none cytokine, PAMP rms 1 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_peak_amp 2 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movmad 2 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_amplitude 2 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_peak_amp 3 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscpower 3 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_speed 3 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP oscfreq 4 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movstd 4 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_peak_amp 4 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peak2rms 5 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscfreq 5 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_peak_amp 5 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_pentropy 6 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_movvar 6 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peak2peak 6 
1 none, cytokine PAMP rms 7 
2 none, PAMP cytokine min_derivative 7 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_trough2peak 7 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_integral 8 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_prom 8 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movvar 8 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_amplitude 9 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_pk1_speed 9 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_derivative 9 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movmad 10 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peak2rms 10 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_amp 10 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_derivative 11 
2 none, PAMP cytokine time2HalfMaxIntegral 11 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_integral 11 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peak2peak 12 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_pentropy 12 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_pk1_speed 12 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movstd 13 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_speed 13 
3 none cytokine, PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 13 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_amp 14 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_derivative 14 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_amp 14 
1 none, cytokine PAMP num_peaks 15 
2 none, PAMP cytokine rms 15 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movmad 15 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_pk1_speed 16 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_amplitude 16 
3 none cytokine, PAMP off_times 16 
1 none, cytokine PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_derivative 17 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_movstd 17 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_amp 18 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_amp 18 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peakfreq 18 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_movvar 19 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_activity 19 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_speed 19 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_slewrate 20 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_prom 20 
3 none cytokine, PAMP min_derivative 20 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_derivative 21 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_slewrate 21 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscpower 21 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_speed 22 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_integral 22 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_prom 22 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_prom 23 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peak2peak 23 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_peak2trough 23 
1 none, cytokine PAMP min_derivative 24 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_time 24 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_peak2trough 24 
1 none, cytokine PAMP peakfreq 25 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_ipt 25 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_peak2trough 25 
1 none, cytokine PAMP off_times 26 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_peak2trough 26 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscbandwidth 26 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_trough2peak 27 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_peak2trough 27 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_peak2trough 27 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_activity 28 
2 none, PAMP cytokine min_ipt 28 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_peak2trough 28 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_trough2peak 29 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_ipt 29 
3 none cytokine, PAMP num_peaks 29 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_peak_amp 30 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_trough2peak 30 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_prom 30 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_peak_amp 31 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_trough2peak 31 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_trough2peak 31 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP median_derivative 32 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_trough2peak 32 
3 none cytokine, PAMP peak2rms 32 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_trough2peak 33 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_trough2peak 33 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_peak_amp 33 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_slewrate 34 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_amp 34 
3 none cytokine, PAMP fold_change 34 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_trough2peak 35 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_width 35 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_peak_amp 35 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_prom 36 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_peak_amp 36 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_pentropy 36 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_speed 37 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_peak_amp 37 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_trough2peak 37 
1 none, cytokine PAMP oscbandwidth 38 
2 none, PAMP cytokine cv_peak_amp 38 
3 none cytokine, PAMP medfreq 38 
1 none, cytokine PAMP fold_change 39 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_peak2trough 39 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_width 39 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_width 40 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_speed 40 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_slewrate 40 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_trough2peak 41 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_peak_amp 41 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_derivative 41 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_time 42 
2 none, PAMP cytokine fold_change 42 
3 none cytokine, PAMP meanfreq 42 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_risetime 43 
2 none, PAMP cytokine peakfreq 43 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_ratio 43 
1 none, cytokine PAMP linear_changept 44 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_ipt 44 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk2_time 44 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_time 45 
2 none, PAMP cytokine median_ipt 45 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_activity 45 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_peak2trough 46 
2 none, PAMP cytokine medfreq 46 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_changept 46 
1 none, cytokine PAMP early_activity 47 
2 none, PAMP cytokine off_times 47 
3 none cytokine, PAMP late_falltime 47 
1 none, cytokine PAMP medfreq 48 
2 none, PAMP cytokine early_risetime 48 
3 none cytokine, PAMP oscfreq 48 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_peak2trough 49 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_trough2peak 49 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_trough2peak 49 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_peak2trough 50 
2 none, PAMP cytokine meanfreq 50 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_changept 50 
1 none, cytokine PAMP powerbw 51 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_peak2trough 51 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_trough2peak 51 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk1_width 52 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_peak2trough 52 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_width 52 
1 none, cytokine PAMP meanfreq 53 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_time 53 
3 none cytokine, PAMP pk1_time 53 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_peak2trough 54 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk1_width 54 
3 none cytokine, PAMP linear_changept 54 
1 none, cytokine PAMP pk2_ratio 55 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_slewrate 55 
3 none cytokine, PAMP last_falltime 55 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_peak2trough 56 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_activity 56 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_risetime 56 
1 none, cytokine PAMP last_falltime 57 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_derivative 57 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_derivative 57 
1 none, cytokine PAMP late_falltime 58 
2 none, PAMP cytokine powerbw 58 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_activity 58 
1 none, cytokine PAMP max_ipt 59 
2 none, PAMP cytokine pk2_ratio 59 
3 none cytokine, PAMP early_slewrate 59 
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1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_ipt 60 
2 none, PAMP cytokine late_falltime 60 
3 none cytokine, PAMP min_ipt 60 
1 none, cytokine PAMP median_ipt 61 
2 none, PAMP cytokine oscbandwidth 61 
3 none cytokine, PAMP cv_ipt 61 
1 none, cytokine PAMP min_ipt 62 
2 none, PAMP cytokine linear_changept 62 
3 none cytokine, PAMP max_ipt 62 
1 none, cytokine PAMP cv_ipt 63 
2 none, PAMP cytokine max_ipt 63 
3 none cytokine, PAMP mean_ipt 63 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_ipt 64 
2 none, PAMP cytokine mean_changept 64 
3 none cytokine, PAMP median_ipt 64 
1 none, cytokine PAMP std_changept 65 
2 none, PAMP cytokine last_falltime 65 
3 none cytokine, PAMP powerbw 65 
1 none, cytokine PAMP mean_changept 66 
2 none, PAMP cytokine std_changept 66 
3 none cytokine, PAMP std_ipt 66 
 
Table 3.5. Top features for classifying ligand sources in M2a macrophages.  
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_pk1_speed 1 
2 host, none, virus bacterium linear_changept 1 
3 host, none bacterium, virus peak2rms 1 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none median_peak_amp 1 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_pk1_speed 1 
6 host, virus none, bacterium linear_changept 1 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2rms 1 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 2 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk1_amp 2 
3 host, none bacterium, virus late_activity 2 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_trough2peak 2 
5 host, bacterium none, virus early_speed 2 
6 host, virus none, bacterium late_activity 2 
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7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_ratio 2 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_amp 3 
2 host, none, virus bacterium last_falltime 3 
3 host, none bacterium, virus oscbandwidth 3 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_peak_amp 3 
5 host, bacterium none, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 3 
6 host, virus none, bacterium last_falltime 3 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
num_peaks 3 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus early_speed 4 
2 host, none, virus bacterium late_activity 4 
3 host, none bacterium, virus cv_trough2peak 4 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none early_speed 4 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk1_amp 4 
6 host, virus none, bacterium cv_trough2peak 4 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_amp 4 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_prom 5 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk1_prom 5 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk1_prom 5 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none peak2peak 5 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk1_prom 5 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk1_amp 5 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
linear_changept 5 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_derivative 6 
2 host, none, virus bacterium peak2peak 6 
3 host, none bacterium, virus std_trough2peak 6 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_movmad 6 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_derivative 6 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk2_ratio 6 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_prom 6 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus linear_changept 7 
2 host, none, virus bacterium cv_trough2peak 7 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk2_ratio 7 
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4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_pk1_speed 7 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_movvar 7 
6 host, virus none, bacterium peak2rms 7 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_prom 7 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak_amp 8 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk2_ratio 8 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk1_amp 8 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_movvar 8 
5 host, bacterium none, virus peak2peak 8 
6 host, virus none, bacterium std_trough2peak 8 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
late_activity 8 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movvar 9 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_amplitude 9 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_trough2peak 9 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_derivative 9 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_amplitude 9 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk1_prom 9 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
last_falltime 9 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus peak2peak 10 
2 host, none, virus bacterium early_speed 10 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_pk1_speed 10 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_amplitude 10 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_movmad 10 
6 host, virus none, bacterium peak2peak 10 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pk1_speed 10 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_amplitude 11 
2 host, none, virus bacterium std_trough2peak 11 
3 host, none bacterium, virus last_falltime 11 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_movstd 11 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_movstd 11 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_amplitude 11 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak_amp 11 
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1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak_amp 12 
2 host, none, virus bacterium peak2rms 12 
3 host, none bacterium, virus early_speed 12 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none late_speed 12 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk2_amp 12 
6 host, virus none, bacterium early_speed 12 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
oscbandwidth 12 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movmad 13 
2 host, none, virus bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 13 
3 host, none bacterium, virus median_trough2peak 13 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_integral 13 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_peak_amp 13 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_derivative 13 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movstd 13 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_trough2peak 14 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_pk1_speed 14 
3 host, none bacterium, virus time2HalfMaxIntegral 14 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none rms 14 
5 host, bacterium none, virus rms 14 
6 host, virus none, bacterium oscbandwidth 14 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_derivative 14 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus min_derivative 15 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_derivative 15 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_peak_amp 15 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk1_prom 15 
5 host, bacterium none, virus linear_changept 15 
6 host, virus none, bacterium early_activity 15 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movmad 15 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_movstd 16 
2 host, none, virus bacterium median_derivative 16 
3 host, none bacterium, virus peak2peak 16 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk1_amp 16 
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5 host, bacterium none, virus median_peak_amp 16 
6 host, virus none, bacterium time2HalfMaxIntegral 16 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
early_speed 16 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus cv_trough2peak 17 
2 host, none, virus bacterium early_slewrate 17 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_derivative 17 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
5 host, bacterium none, virus min_derivative 17 
6 host, virus none, bacterium median_derivative 17 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak_amp 17 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_ratio 18 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_movvar 18 
3 host, none bacterium, virus median_peak_amp 18 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none fold_change 18 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_integral 18 
6 host, virus none, bacterium early_slewrate 18 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_trough2peak 18 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus std_trough2peak 19 
2 host, none, virus bacterium oscbandwidth 19 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_movmad 19 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none off_times 19 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_trough2peak 19 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_trough2peak 19 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
std_trough2peak 19 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_amp 20 
2 host, none, virus bacterium early_activity 20 
3 host, none bacterium, virus std_peak_amp 20 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none oscbandwidth 20 
5 host, bacterium none, virus cv_trough2peak 20 
6 host, virus none, bacterium num_peaks 20 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_trough2peak 20 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus last_falltime 21 
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2 host, none, virus bacterium min_derivative 21 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_movstd 21 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk2_amp 21 
5 host, bacterium none, virus std_trough2peak 21 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_derivative 21 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_integral 21 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak_amp 22 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_trough2peak 22 
3 host, none bacterium, virus linear_changept 22 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none min_derivative 22 
5 host, bacterium none, virus peakfreq 22 
6 host, virus none, bacterium median_peak_amp 22 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
peak2peak 22 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus rms 23 
2 host, none, virus bacterium late_speed 23 
3 host, none bacterium, virus cv_peak_amp 23 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_derivative 23 
5 host, bacterium none, virus last_falltime 23 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_pk1_speed 23 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_amp 23 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_time 24 
2 host, none, virus bacterium std_peak_amp 24 
3 host, none bacterium, virus meanfreq 24 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none peakfreq 24 
5 host, bacterium none, virus std_peak_amp 24 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_peak_amp 24 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_movvar 24 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus early_slewrate 25 
2 host, none, virus bacterium num_peaks 25 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_integral 25 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none late_falltime 25 
5 host, bacterium none, virus cv_peak_amp 25 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_changept 25 
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7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
meanfreq 25 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_derivative 26 
2 host, none, virus bacterium median_trough2peak 26 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_movvar 26 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none early_activity 26 
5 host, bacterium none, virus early_slewrate 26 
6 host, virus none, bacterium early_risetime 26 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
medfreq 26 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak_amp 27 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk2_width 27 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_derivative 27 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none late_activity 27 
5 host, bacterium none, virus late_speed 27 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_movvar 27 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
time2HalfMaxIntegral 27 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus peakfreq 28 
2 host, none, virus bacterium cv_peak_amp 28 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk2_amp 28 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk1_width 28 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk1_time 28 
6 host, virus none, bacterium std_peak_amp 28 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
rms 28 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus median_trough2peak 29 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_peak_amp 29 
3 host, none bacterium, virus late_speed 29 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none median_trough2peak 29 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk2_ratio 29 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_movstd 29 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
off_times 29 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_integral 30 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_trough2peak 30 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_amplitude 30 
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4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none early_risetime 30 
5 host, bacterium none, virus median_trough2peak 30 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_integral 30 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
early_activity 30 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_prom 31 
2 host, none, virus bacterium std_changept 31 
3 host, none bacterium, virus rms 31 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk2_ratio 31 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk2_time 31 
6 host, virus none, bacterium fold_change 31 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_amplitude 31 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus early_activity 32 
2 host, none, virus bacterium oscpower 32 
3 host, none bacterium, virus early_risetime 32 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none std_changept 32 
5 host, bacterium none, virus off_times 32 
6 host, virus none, bacterium cv_peak_amp 32 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_trough2peak 32 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_time 33 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk2_amp 33 
3 host, none bacterium, virus medfreq 33 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none meanfreq 33 
5 host, bacterium none, virus num_peaks 33 
6 host, virus none, bacterium median_trough2peak 33 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
min_derivative 33 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus median_derivative 34 
2 host, none, virus bacterium rms 34 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk2_prom 34 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_pentropy 34 
5 host, bacterium none, virus early_risetime 34 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk2_width 34 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_derivative 34 
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1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus early_risetime 35 
2 host, none, virus bacterium median_peak2trough 35 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk1_time 35 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none median_derivative 35 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk2_prom 35 
6 host, virus none, bacterium late_speed 35 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_time 35 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus late_speed 36 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_derivative 36 
3 host, none bacterium, virus early_activity 36 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none peak2rms 36 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_pentropy 36 
6 host, virus none, bacterium rms 36 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_time 36 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus late_slewrate 37 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_movstd 37 
3 host, none bacterium, virus min_derivative 37 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk2_time 37 
5 host, bacterium none, virus oscpower 37 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_movmad 37 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
median_trough2peak 37 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus num_peaks 38 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_movmad 38 
3 host, none bacterium, virus num_peaks 38 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk2_width 38 
5 host, bacterium none, virus medfreq 38 
6 host, virus none, bacterium min_derivative 38 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak2trough 38 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus oscpower 39 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk2_prom 39 
3 host, none bacterium, virus oscpower 39 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk1_time 39 
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5 host, bacterium none, virus early_activity 39 
6 host, virus none, bacterium oscpower 39 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_pentropy 39 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus peak2rms 40 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_integral 40 
3 host, none bacterium, virus median_derivative 40 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none early_slewrate 40 
5 host, bacterium none, virus meanfreq 40 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk2_amp 40 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
oscpower 40 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus fold_change 41 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_peak2trough 41 
3 host, none bacterium, virus early_slewrate 41 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none medfreq 41 
5 host, bacterium none, virus median_derivative 41 
6 host, virus none, bacterium medfreq 41 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
median_derivative 41 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus meanfreq 42 
2 host, none, virus bacterium median_peak_amp 42 
3 host, none bacterium, virus peakfreq 42 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none late_slewrate 42 
5 host, bacterium none, virus late_slewrate 42 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_trough2peak 42 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_peak2trough 42 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_pentropy 43 
2 host, none, virus bacterium late_slewrate 43 
3 host, none bacterium, virus fold_change 43 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_trough2peak 43 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk2_width 43 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk2_prom 43 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
early_risetime 43 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk1_width 44 
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2 host, none, virus bacterium peakfreq 44 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk2_width 44 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none oscpower 44 
5 host, bacterium none, virus pk1_width 44 
6 host, virus none, bacterium off_times 44 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
std_peak2trough 44 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus off_times 45 
2 host, none, virus bacterium late_falltime 45 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_pentropy 45 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none last_falltime 45 
5 host, bacterium none, virus oscbandwidth 45 
6 host, virus none, bacterium peakfreq 45 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak2trough 45 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_changept 46 
2 host, none, virus bacterium std_peak2trough 46 
3 host, none bacterium, virus late_falltime 46 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none powerbw 46 
5 host, bacterium none, virus std_changept 46 
6 host, virus none, bacterium meanfreq 46 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
fold_change 46 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus late_activity 47 
2 host, none, virus bacterium meanfreq 47 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk1_width 47 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none std_peak_amp 47 
5 host, bacterium none, virus fold_change 47 
6 host, virus none, bacterium std_changept 47 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_peak_amp 47 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_peak2trough 48 
2 host, none, virus bacterium early_risetime 48 
3 host, none bacterium, virus pk2_time 48 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none linear_changept 48 
5 host, bacterium none, virus peak2rms 48 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_pentropy 48 
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7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk2_width 48 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus std_changept 49 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk1_time 49 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_trough2peak 49 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none pk2_prom 49 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_trough2peak 49 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk1_time 49 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
late_speed 49 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus pk2_width 50 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_pentropy 50 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_peak2trough 50 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none cv_trough2peak 50 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_derivative 50 
6 host, virus none, bacterium late_falltime 50 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
peakfreq 50 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus powerbw 51 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk2_time 51 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_peak2trough 51 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_changept 51 
5 host, bacterium none, virus oscfreq 51 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk1_width 51 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_peak2trough 51 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus oscbandwidth 52 
2 host, none, virus bacterium fold_change 52 
3 host, none bacterium, virus off_times 52 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none std_trough2peak 52 
5 host, bacterium none, virus late_activity 52 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_peak2trough 52 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
early_slewrate 52 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus oscfreq 53 
2 host, none, virus bacterium medfreq 53 
3 host, none bacterium, virus late_slewrate 53 
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4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none num_peaks 53 
5 host, bacterium none, virus late_falltime 53 
6 host, virus none, bacterium late_slewrate 53 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
median_peak_amp 53 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus medfreq 54 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_changept 54 
3 host, none bacterium, virus median_ipt 54 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none cv_peak_amp 54 
5 host, bacterium none, virus cv_ipt 54 
6 host, virus none, bacterium cv_ipt 54 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
pk1_width 54 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus late_falltime 55 
2 host, none, virus bacterium off_times 55 
3 host, none bacterium, virus median_peak2trough 55 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none oscfreq 55 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_peak2trough 55 
6 host, virus none, bacterium std_ipt 55 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_changept 55 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_peak2trough 56 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_peak2trough 56 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_changept 56 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none cv_ipt 56 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_changept 56 
6 host, virus none, bacterium pk2_time 56 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
late_falltime 56 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_trough2peak 57 
2 host, none, virus bacterium powerbw 57 
3 host, none bacterium, virus std_changept 57 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none cv_peak2trough 57 
5 host, bacterium none, virus median_peak2trough 57 
6 host, virus none, bacterium std_peak2trough 57 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
oscfreq 57 
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1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus min_ipt 58 
2 host, none, virus bacterium pk1_width 58 
3 host, none bacterium, virus oscfreq 58 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_ipt 58 
5 host, bacterium none, virus cv_peak2trough 58 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_peak2trough 58 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
late_slewrate 58 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus median_peak2trough 59 
2 host, none, virus bacterium cv_peak2trough 59 
3 host, none bacterium, virus powerbw 59 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none max_peak2trough 59 
5 host, bacterium none, virus std_peak2trough 59 
6 host, virus none, bacterium cv_peak2trough 59 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
mean_ipt 59 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus cv_ipt 60 
2 host, none, virus bacterium std_ipt 60 
3 host, none bacterium, virus mean_ipt 60 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_ipt 60 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_ipt 60 
6 host, virus none, bacterium oscfreq 60 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
std_changept 60 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus max_ipt 61 
2 host, none, virus bacterium cv_ipt 61 
3 host, none bacterium, virus cv_peak2trough 61 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none mean_peak2trough 61 
5 host, bacterium none, virus max_peak2trough 61 
6 host, virus none, bacterium median_peak2trough 61 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
std_ipt 61 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus mean_ipt 62 
2 host, none, virus bacterium oscfreq 62 
3 host, none bacterium, virus std_peak2trough 62 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none median_ipt 62 
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5 host, bacterium none, virus powerbw 62 
6 host, virus none, bacterium mean_ipt 62 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
median_ipt 62 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus median_ipt 63 
2 host, none, virus bacterium mean_ipt 63 
3 host, none bacterium, virus max_ipt 63 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none median_peak2trough 63 
5 host, bacterium none, virus median_ipt 63 
6 host, virus none, bacterium median_ipt 63 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
min_ipt 63 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus std_ipt 64 
2 host, none, virus bacterium median_ipt 64 
3 host, none bacterium, virus min_ipt 64 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none min_ipt 64 
5 host, bacterium none, virus min_ipt 64 
6 host, virus none, bacterium min_ipt 64 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
cv_ipt 64 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus cv_peak2trough 65 
2 host, none, virus bacterium max_ipt 65 
3 host, none bacterium, virus std_ipt 65 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none std_ipt 65 
5 host, bacterium none, virus mean_ipt 65 
6 host, virus none, bacterium powerbw 65 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
max_ipt 65 
1 host, none, 
bacterium 
virus std_peak2trough 66 
2 host, none, virus bacterium min_ipt 66 
3 host, none bacterium, virus cv_ipt 66 
4 host, bacterium, 
virus 
none std_peak2trough 66 
5 host, bacterium none, virus std_ipt 66 
6 host, virus none, bacterium max_ipt 66 
7 host none, bacterium, 
virus 
powerbw 66 
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Table 3.6. Top features for classifying ligand types in M2a macrophages. 
Learner Positive Negative Features Rank 
1 cytokine, none PAMP peak2rms 1 
2 cytokine, PAMP none median_peak_amp 1 
3 cytokine none, PAMP peak2rms 1 
1 cytokine, none PAMP late_activity 2 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_trough2peak 2 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk2_ratio 2 
1 cytokine, none PAMP oscbandwidth 3 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_peak_amp 3 
3 cytokine none, PAMP num_peaks 3 
1 cytokine, none PAMP cv_trough2peak 4 
2 cytokine, PAMP none early_speed 4 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk1_amp 4 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk1_prom 5 
2 cytokine, PAMP none peak2peak 5 
3 cytokine none, PAMP linear_changept 5 
1 cytokine, none PAMP std_trough2peak 6 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_movmad 6 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk1_prom 6 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk2_ratio 7 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_pk1_speed 7 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk2_prom 7 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk1_amp 8 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_movvar 8 
3 cytokine none, PAMP late_activity 8 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_trough2peak 9 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_derivative 9 
3 cytokine none, PAMP last_falltime 9 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_pk1_speed 10 
2 cytokine, PAMP none late_speed 10 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_pk1_speed 10 
1 cytokine, none PAMP last_falltime 11 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_movstd 11 
3 cytokine none, PAMP cv_peak_amp 11 
1 cytokine, none PAMP early_speed 12 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_amplitude 12 
3 cytokine none, PAMP oscbandwidth 12 
1 cytokine, none PAMP median_trough2peak 13 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_integral 13 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_movstd 13 
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1 cytokine, none PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 14 
2 cytokine, PAMP none rms 14 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_derivative 14 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_peak_amp 15 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk1_prom 15 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_movmad 15 
1 cytokine, none PAMP peak2peak 16 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk1_amp 16 
3 cytokine none, PAMP early_speed 16 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_derivative 17 
2 cytokine, PAMP none time2HalfMaxIntegral 17 
3 cytokine none, PAMP std_peak_amp 17 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_movmad 18 
2 cytokine, PAMP none off_times 18 
3 cytokine none, PAMP cv_trough2peak 18 
1 cytokine, none PAMP median_peak_amp 19 
2 cytokine, PAMP none oscbandwidth 19 
3 cytokine none, PAMP std_trough2peak 19 
1 cytokine, none PAMP std_peak_amp 20 
2 cytokine, PAMP none fold_change 20 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_trough2peak 20 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_movstd 21 
2 cytokine, PAMP none min_derivative 21 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_integral 21 
1 cytokine, none PAMP linear_changept 22 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk2_amp 22 
3 cytokine none, PAMP peak2peak 22 
1 cytokine, none PAMP cv_peak_amp 23 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_derivative 23 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk2_amp 23 
1 cytokine, none PAMP meanfreq 24 
2 cytokine, PAMP none late_falltime 24 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_movvar 24 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_integral 25 
2 cytokine, PAMP none peakfreq 25 
3 cytokine none, PAMP meanfreq 25 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_movvar 26 
2 cytokine, PAMP none late_activity 26 
3 cytokine none, PAMP medfreq 26 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_derivative 27 
2 cytokine, PAMP none early_activity 27 
3 cytokine none, PAMP time2HalfMaxIntegral 27 
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1 cytokine, none PAMP pk2_amp 28 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk1_width 28 
3 cytokine none, PAMP rms 28 
1 cytokine, none PAMP late_speed 29 
2 cytokine, PAMP none median_trough2peak 29 
3 cytokine none, PAMP off_times 29 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_amplitude 30 
2 cytokine, PAMP none early_risetime 30 
3 cytokine none, PAMP early_activity 30 
1 cytokine, none PAMP rms 31 
2 cytokine, PAMP none peak2rms 31 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_amplitude 31 
1 cytokine, none PAMP medfreq 32 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk2_ratio 32 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_trough2peak 32 
1 cytokine, none PAMP early_risetime 33 
2 cytokine, PAMP none std_changept 33 
3 cytokine none, PAMP min_derivative 33 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk2_prom 34 
2 cytokine, PAMP none early_slewrate 34 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_derivative 34 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk1_time 35 
2 cytokine, PAMP none median_derivative 35 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk1_time 35 
1 cytokine, none PAMP early_activity 36 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk1_time 36 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk2_time 36 
1 cytokine, none PAMP min_derivative 37 
2 cytokine, PAMP none meanfreq 37 
3 cytokine none, PAMP median_trough2peak 37 
1 cytokine, none PAMP num_peaks 38 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_pentropy 38 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_peak2trough 38 
1 cytokine, none PAMP oscpower 39 
2 cytokine, PAMP none medfreq 39 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_pentropy 39 
1 cytokine, none PAMP median_derivative 40 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk2_time 40 
3 cytokine none, PAMP oscpower 40 
1 cytokine, none PAMP early_slewrate 41 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk2_width 41 
3 cytokine none, PAMP median_derivative 41 
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1 cytokine, none PAMP peakfreq 42 
2 cytokine, PAMP none oscpower 42 
3 cytokine none, PAMP cv_peak2trough 42 
1 cytokine, none PAMP fold_change 43 
2 cytokine, PAMP none last_falltime 43 
3 cytokine none, PAMP early_risetime 43 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk2_width 44 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_trough2peak 44 
3 cytokine none, PAMP std_peak2trough 44 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_pentropy 45 
2 cytokine, PAMP none late_slewrate 45 
3 cytokine none, PAMP median_peak2trough 45 
1 cytokine, none PAMP late_falltime 46 
2 cytokine, PAMP none std_peak_amp 46 
3 cytokine none, PAMP fold_change 46 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk1_width 47 
2 cytokine, PAMP none powerbw 47 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_peak_amp 47 
1 cytokine, none PAMP pk2_time 48 
2 cytokine, PAMP none linear_changept 48 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk2_width 48 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_trough2peak 49 
2 cytokine, PAMP none pk2_prom 49 
3 cytokine none, PAMP late_speed 49 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_peak2trough 50 
2 cytokine, PAMP none cv_trough2peak 50 
3 cytokine none, PAMP peakfreq 50 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_peak2trough 51 
2 cytokine, PAMP none std_trough2peak 51 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_peak2trough 51 
1 cytokine, none PAMP off_times 52 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_changept 52 
3 cytokine none, PAMP early_slewrate 52 
1 cytokine, none PAMP late_slewrate 53 
2 cytokine, PAMP none num_peaks 53 
3 cytokine none, PAMP median_peak_amp 53 
1 cytokine, none PAMP median_ipt 54 
2 cytokine, PAMP none cv_peak_amp 54 
3 cytokine none, PAMP pk1_width 54 
1 cytokine, none PAMP cv_peak2trough 55 
2 cytokine, PAMP none oscfreq 55 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_changept 55 
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1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_changept 56 
2 cytokine, PAMP none cv_ipt 56 
3 cytokine none, PAMP late_falltime 56 
1 cytokine, none PAMP std_changept 57 
2 cytokine, PAMP none cv_peak2trough 57 
3 cytokine none, PAMP oscfreq 57 
1 cytokine, none PAMP oscfreq 58 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_ipt 58 
3 cytokine none, PAMP late_slewrate 58 
1 cytokine, none PAMP powerbw 59 
2 cytokine, PAMP none max_peak2trough 59 
3 cytokine none, PAMP mean_ipt 59 
1 cytokine, none PAMP mean_ipt 60 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_ipt 60 
3 cytokine none, PAMP std_changept 60 
1 cytokine, none PAMP median_peak2trough 61 
2 cytokine, PAMP none mean_peak2trough 61 
3 cytokine none, PAMP std_ipt 61 
1 cytokine, none PAMP std_peak2trough 62 
2 cytokine, PAMP none median_ipt 62 
3 cytokine none, PAMP median_ipt 62 
1 cytokine, none PAMP max_ipt 63 
2 cytokine, PAMP none median_peak2trough 63 
3 cytokine none, PAMP min_ipt 63 
1 cytokine, none PAMP min_ipt 64 
2 cytokine, PAMP none min_ipt 64 
3 cytokine none, PAMP cv_ipt 64 
1 cytokine, none PAMP std_ipt 65 
2 cytokine, PAMP none std_ipt 65 
3 cytokine none, PAMP max_ipt 65 
1 cytokine, none PAMP cv_ipt 66 
2 cytokine, PAMP none std_peak2trough 66 
3 cytokine none, PAMP powerbw 66 
 
Material and methods 
Mouse Models. The mVenus-RelA endogenously-tagged mouse line was generated by 
Ingenious Targeting Laboratory. A donor sequence encoding the monomeric variant of the 
Venus fluorescent protein (Koushik et al., 2006) joined by a short flexible linker sequence 
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directly upstream of the start codon of the murine Rela locus was used to generate, via 
homologous recombination, a tagged embryonic stem cell line, that was implanted to yield 
heterozygous mice. These mice were then bred with a mouse line constitutively expressing 
the Flp recombinase to remove the Neo resistance marker included in the homologous 
donor sequence. We then back-crossed the resultant mice with wild-type C57BL/6J mice to 
remove the Flp background and generate homozygously tagged mice. tnf-/- were bred (Jax: 
B6.129S-Tnftm1Gkl/J) into mVenus line to generate double homozygous, RelA v/v, tnf-/-.  
Macrophage Cell Culture. BMDMs were prepared by culturing bone marrow monocytes 
from femurs of 8-12 week old in L929 -conditioned medium using standard methods (Cheng 
et al., 2015; Takeshita et al., 2000). BMDMs were re-plated in imaging dishes on day 4, 
then were stimulated on day 7 or day 8. 
METHOD DETAILS  
Macrophage stimulation conditions. BMDMs were stimulated with indicated concentrations 
of lipopolysaccharide (LPS, Sigma Aldrich), murine TNF (R&D), a TLR1/2 agonist, the 
synthetic triacylated lipoprotein Pam3CSK4 (P3C4), a TLR3 agonist, low molecular weight 
polyinosine-polycytidylic acid (p(I:C)), a TLR9 agonist, the synthetic CpG ODN 1668 (CpG). 
5 μg/mL Soluble TNF receptor II was used to block paracrine, feedforward TNF (R& D). 24 
hours before stimulation, the M1 condition received fresh media with 10 ng/mL IFNγ 
(R&D), the M2α condition received 10 ng/mL of IL-4 (R&D).  
Live-cell imaging. Bone-marrow macrophages were replated on day 4 at 24,000 or 
20,000/cm2 in an 8-well ibidi SlideTek chamber, for imaging at an appropriate density 
(approx. 60,000/cm2) on day 7 or day 8. 2 hours prior to stimulation, a solution of 2.5 ng/mL 
Hoechst 33342 was added to the BMDM culture media. After the start of imaging, 
additional culture media containing stimulus (TNF, LPS, poly (I:C), CpG, or P3C4) was 
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injected into the chamber in situ. Cells were imaged at 5-minute intervals on a Zeiss Axio 
Observer platform with live-cell incubation, using epifluorescent excitation from a Sutter 
Lambda XL light source. Images were recorded on a Hamamatsu Orca Flash 2.0 CCD 
camera. 
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Image analysis and processing  
Microscopy time-lapse images were exported for single-cell tracking and measurement in 
MATLAB R2016a. The tracking routines followed those used in earlier work (Selimkhanov 
et al., 2014). Briefly, cells were identified using DIC images, then segmented, guided by 
markers from the Hoechst image. Segmented cells were linked into trajectories across 
successive images, then nuclear and cytoplasmic boundaries were saved and used to define 
measurement regions in other fluorescent channels, including mVenus-NFκB. Nuclear 
NFκB levels were quantified on a per-cell basis, normalized to image background levels, 
then were baseline-subtracted. Mitotic cells, as well as cells that drifted out of the field of 
view, were excluded from analysis. The toolboxes used for this analysis are available at 
GitHub.  
Machine Learning Classifier 
Construction of classification models I trained an ensemble of binary decision trees using 
the fitcecoc function from the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox from MathWorks. 
Decision tree models are simple, highly interpretable, and can be displayed graphically 
(James et al., 2013). Consequently, the decision process of the classifier can be easily 
interrogated. However, decision tree models have two key disadvantages: (1) modest 
prediction performance (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006) and (2) high variance due to 
overfitting (James et al., 2013). Both disadvantages can be mitigated by aggregating an 
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ensemble of decision trees. Empirical comparison of classification models show that 
ensembles of decision trees outperform other classification algorithms across of a variety of 
problem sets (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006).  
 
I used an error correcting output code (ECOC) scheme to construct an ensemble. This 
approach allows for straightforward interrogation of the important features that 
distinguish all binary combination of classes. This approach trains 2(K-1) -1 binary classifiers 
where K is the number of classes. Each tree in the ensemble is trained on data partitioned 
into a positive class, negative class or omitted class. In a binary complete scheme, data are 
partitioned into all combinations such that each class is partitioned at least once in a 
positive class and at least once in anegative class. The predictions from the ensemble model 
are determined by a majority vote from each individual tree prediction. We trained the 
ensemble to learn the ligand identity labels (TNF, P3C4, CpG, LPS, and p(I:C)), ligand 
source labels (host, bacterium, virus), and ligand type labels (cytokine, pathogen-associated 
molecular (PAMP)) using descriptive features or time series trajectories transformed with 
an autoencoder.  
Decision tree parameters. To construct each decision tree, the software considers all 
possible ways to split the data into two nodes based on the values of every predictor. Then, 
it chooses the best splitting decision based on constraints imposed by training parameters, 
such as the minimum number of observations that must be present in a child node 
(MinLeafSize) and a predictor selection criterion. The software recursively splits each child 
node until a stopping criterion is reached. The stopping criteria include (1) obtaining a pure 
node that contains only observations from a single class, (2) reaching the minimum number 
of observations for a parent node (MinParentSize), (3) reaching a split that would produce a 
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child node with fewer observations than MinLeafSize, and (4) reaching the maximum 
number of splits (MaxNumSplits).  
 
I used the default value of 10 for MinParentSize (MathWorks, 2020). The values from 
MinLeafSize and MaxNumSplits were obtained explicitly through hyperparameter 
optimization. Since the standard prediction selection process at each node may be biased, 
we used a predictor selection technique, interaction-curvature test, which minimizes 
predictor selection bias, enhances interpretation of the model, and facilitates inference of 
predictor importance. The interaction-curvature technique selects a predictor to split at 
each node based on the p-values of curvature and interaction tests. Whereas the curvature 
test examines the null hypothesis that the predictor and response variables are 
unassociated, the interaction test examines the null hypothesis that a pair of predictor 
variables and the response variable are unassociated. A node with no tests that yield p-
values ≤ 0.05 is not split. At each node, the predictor or pair of predictors that yield the 
minimum significant p-value (0.05) is chosen for splitting. To split the node, the software 
chooses the splitting rule that maximizes the impurity gain—difference in the impurity of 
the node (calculated using Gini’s diversity index) and the impurity of its children nodes 
(MathWorks, 2017).  
Evaluation. I evaluated the performance of the classifiers using 5-fold cross validation, an 
independent testing data set, or out of bag cross validation. I used the following 
performance metrics: true positive rate (recall), positive predictive value (precision), area 
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, F1 score, Matthews correlation 
coefficient, markedness, threat score, informedness and mean classification margin (Akosa, 
2017; Powers, 2007; Vihinen, 2012). 
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Data and code availability 
Software associated with the image processing and are available at 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/MACKtrack, 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/nfkb_dynamics, 
https://github.com/Adewunmi91/nfkb_classification 
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The studies included in this dissertation have indicated a broad role for the temporal 
coding of NFκB activity in regulating the inflammatory functions of macrophages in health 
and disease. Broadly, I have shown that despite substantial heterogeneity in the responses 
of macrophages, the temporal pattern of NFκB activity conveys sufficient amount of 
information to distinguish stimuli from disparate sources. Using quantitative approaches 
such as supervised machine learning, I have quantified the extent to which the temporal 
pattern of NFκB activity alone can specify ligand identity, ligand source (host, virus, 
bacterium), and ligand type (cytokine/host, PAMP/pathogen) and even classify the quantity 
of ligands. Further, the results here show that stimulus specificity of NFκB activity in 
macrophages are perturbed in the context of a systemic autoimmune disease, Sjögren’s 
syndrome, whose etiology is largely driven by the adaptive immune system. Furthermore, I 
have shown that cytokine milieus that largely dictate the immune functions of 
macrophages control the stimulus specificity of NFκB temporal activity. These studies lend 
credence to the notion that perturbation of NFκB temporal activity in specific contexts may 
provide novel therapeutic targets for autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases and 
malignancy.  
 In Chapter 2, I examined the stimulus specificity of temporal pattern of NFκB in the 
context of autoimmune disease-associated macrophages. The results show that the 
temporal patterns of NFκB activity are disrupted in an autoimmune disease model (SS) and 
that stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling in macrophages is greatly diminished as a 
consequence. The supervised machine learning approached revealed significant confusion of 
ligand identity; particularly, the sensitivity and precision of classifying the host cytokine, 
TNF, is greatly diminished: the temporal pattern of NFκB cannot distinguish between a 
ubiquitous host-associated ligand and pathogen-associated ligands. Furthermore, the 
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results revealed that the dose response of bacterium-associated ligands are altered in SS-
associated macrophages. The sensitivity and precision of dose classification was greatly 
diminished due to the truncation of the dose response dynamic range: dose-specific NFκB 
dynamics are abolished in SS-associated macrophages.  
In Chapter 3, I examined ligand and dose specificity of the temporal pattern of 
NFκB activity in the context of physiologically relevant cytokine milieus. The results 
revealed that in the context of M1 polarization (conditioning by the Th1 cytokine IFNγ), the 
ligand specificity of NFκB signaling is abrogated. In particular, the specificity of NFκB 
response to viral PAMP poly(I:C) is greatly diminished. Closer examination of the results 
show that the sensitivity and precision of classifying poly(I:C)-induced NFκB responses are 
greatly reduced in M1 polarized macrophages due to the confusion of poly(I:C)-induced 
NFκB responses with those elicited by bacterium-associated ligands such as LPS, CpG and 
Pam3CSK4. In fact, the misclassification of host-associated ligands in the context of M1 
polarization was reduced. Furthermore, classifications of NFκB responses based on ligand 
type (cytokine vs. PAMP; host vs. pathogen) are more accurate in the context of M1 
polarization. These results suggest that NFκB dynamics rather convey information about 
ligand type, not ligand source, in M1 polarized macrophages. M1 polarization trades 
classification performance between bacterium-associated and virus-associated macrophages 
for better classification between host-associated and pathogen-associated ligands.  
In contrast to M1 polarization, M2a polarization (conditioned by the Th2 cytokine IL-
4) enhances the sensitivity and precision of ligand classification across the board. Closer 
inspection suggests the improved classification may be due to the stimulus-specific 
attenuation of NFκB responses: poly(I:C)-induced NFκB activity is attenuated in the 
context of M2a polarization. Interestingly, despite attenuated NFκB responses to virus-
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associated in M2a polarized macrophages, poly(I:C)-induced NFκB activity remains 
distinguishable from no treatment controls. Since high doses of ligand are used in the 
examination of ligand classification in the context of macrophage polarization, it is possible 
that the effect of macrophage polarization of ligand classification may differ at lower doses. 
For example, the misclassification of p(I:C)-induced NFκB responses may be elevated in 
ligand classification at lower doses.  
Whereas I examined the effect of macrophage polarization on ligand classification, I 
examined the effect of paracrine TNF and tonic TNF on dose classification. The results 
showed that when paracrine TNF is blocked with a decoy, soluble TNF receptor, dose 
responsive NFκB dynamics and dose classification are diminished. The results showed an 
abrogation of the oscillatory NFκB dynamics that are apparent at low and intermediate 
doses of TLR ligands. The elevated misclassification in the absence of paracrine TNF 
appears to be due to confusion of intermediate and high doses of TLR ligands. My 
examination of the TNF dose response in the absence of the constitutive, tonic TNF 
revealed the abolition of NFκB oscillations. The results indicated that the performance of 
dose classification is greatly diminished in the absence of tonic TNF: the precision of high 
dose classification and sensitivity of intermediate dose classification are lower.  
The results presented in this dissertation inform new lines of inquiry and future 
directions. Broadly, these lines of inquiry fall into three categories: decoding, combinatorial 
coding, and mechanism. Based on the conclusions from Chapters 2 and 3, an interesting 
line of inquiry would be to examine the functional consequences of loss of stimulus 
specificity of NFκB dynamics in macrophages in the context of Sjögren’s syndrome 
associated macrophages and in conditioned macrophages (by IFNγ, IL-4 and TNF). Due to 
the heterogenous nature of macrophage responses, functional assays with single cell 
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resolution may be required to fully explore the functional and biological consequences for 
the loss of NFκB stimulus specificity. Consequently, single-cell RNA-seq and single-cell 
ATAC-seq may yield fruitful results. To derive stronger conclusions, coupling NFκB 
signaling dynamics to single-cell transcriptomics may allow sequential examination of 
NFκB signaling and NFκB-induced gene expression in the same cell. This approach is 
experimentally difficult to implement as it requires either the use of microfluidics or a 
sequential live cell imaging to fixed cell imaging pipeline that couples time-lapse 
microscopy of NFκB nuclear translocation to single molecule fluorescence in situ 
hybridization.  
The second line of inquiry involves combinatorial coding. The results in this 
dissertation are focused only on the stimulus specificity of NFκB signaling. The ligands 
discussed in this dissertation activate other signaling pathways that are involved in innate 
immunity, such as IRF (e.g. IRF1, IRF3, IRF5) and MAPK signaling pathways (p38, Erk, 
JNK). A reductionist approach allows for clear and focused examination of hypotheses with 
a relatively simple and well controlled experimental design and analysis scheme; however, 
this approach will fail to capture the emergent phenomena that result from the interactions 
and complex crosstalk that exists among the different signaling pathways. This reductionist 
approach provides a launching pad to examine more exuberant and elaborate hypotheses 
that explore the emergent properties of combinatorial coding. Due to the technical 
complexity of such an undertaking, very few studies in literature have tackled the subject of 
combinatorial coding with rigor. The experimental and analytical tools presented in this 
manuscript will significantly reduce the barrier to undertaking future studies into 
combinatorial coding. The IMPDM experimental model system presented in Chapter 2 
enablse the examination of physiological responses of NFκB activity. This model system 
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allows for relatively straight-forward genetic perturbations, unlike in BMDMs where 
silencing of transgenes is problematic. Since IMPDMs can be generated from existing 
transgenic mouse lines, the amount of in vitro genetic perturbation is also greatly reduced. 
For example, developing a reporter system to concurrently monitor NFκB, IRF and MAPK 
activation requires in vitro genetic perturbation of IRF and MAPK effector proteins, since 
IMPDMs with mVenus-RelA are available. The analysis pipeline can be readily extended to 
measure fluorescent reporters of MAPK and IRF signaling and generate dynamical features 
of signaling activity. These features can be fed into the supervised machine learning 
pipeline with no additional modifications.  
Finally, the third line of inquiry would be to develop a mechanistic understanding of 
the results presented in Chapter 3. Multi-stimulus mathematical modeling of stimulus-
specific NFκB activity showed that IKK-dependent degradation of IκBα suffices to 
recapitulate the diverse dynamics observed in response to TNF and TLR ligands in primary 
macrophages. Since the perturbations of NFκB signaling dynamics observed in the context 
of macrophage polarization are stimulus specific, modulation of NFκB signaling probably 
occurs upstream of IKK activation. Biochemical analysis of signaling proteins upstream of 
IKK is warranted to dissect the mechanisms by which IFNγ and IL-4 polarization regulate 
NFκB signaling dynamics. Genetic perturbation—knockin, knockout or knockdowns—of the 
proteins of interest will be necessary to confirm the results. Similarly, mechanistic 
understanding of how loss of tonic TNF abolishes NFκB will prove particularly useful to 
basic, translational, and clinical scientists. Anti-TNF therapy has proven indispensable for 
the treatments of many autoimmune pathologies, such as inflammatory bowel disease and 
rheumatoid arthritis. Interestingly, many patients on anti-TNF therapy develop 
paradoxical inflammatory conditions, whose pathogeneses are unknown. Furthermore, 
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anti-TNF drugs carry a black box warning for lethal infections from bacteria such as 
Legionella pneumophila, Mycobacteria tuberculosis, and Listeria monocytogenes, all of 
which replicate inside macrophages. It’s clear that tonic TNF and paracrine TNF are 
essential for controlling lethal bacterial infections and autoimmunity. Since loss of tonic 
TNF abolishes NFκB oscillations and there is evidence that IKK activation kinetics are 
sufficient to produce oscillatory and non-oscillatory NFκB dynamics, examining of signaling 
proteins upstream of IKK may yield useful mechanistic insights. Furthermore, examination 
of NFκB signaling in a co-culture of tnf-/- macrophages with wildtype controls will be 
essential to prove that loss of NFκB oscillations is due to the loss of tonic TNF. Restoration 
of oscillatory dynamics in the co-culture should provide sufficient evidence that loss of tonic 
TNF is indeed causal for the abolition of NFκB oscillations.  
